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Review This! £&t?o
You're lucky our editors could tear themselves away from the latest burning-hot batch t

Sees games to get you these sneak peeks and reviews.

Sega Saturn
6 Virtua Fighter 2
S BlackFire
to Virtua Cop
12 BUG!
18 Astal
20 Cyber Speedway
22 NHL All-Star Hockey
24 Sim City 2000
26 Shinobi Legions
28 Rayman
29 Virtual Hydlide
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Kolibri

Spider-Man: Web of Fire

T-Mek
Star Fleet

Virtua Fighter
Blackthorne
BC Racers
Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure

S^ga GO
58 Wild Woody
60 Myst
62 Wirehead
63 Lunar: Eternal Blue
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64 The Adventures of Batman & Robin
68 Comix Zone
72 Weaponlord
74 Judge Dredd

Game CSear
78 Cheese Cat-Astrophe

Starring Speedy Gonzales
82 Jungle Strike
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4 Overheard at Sega
Video game mogastars invade your TV, a horse gallops into

Daflona USA, and a kids' summit addresses global issues.

96 Incoming

The hottest new games you can set your mitts on.

Sports Piaybook
The Genesis 32X is heating up Sports gaining like no piece of hardware before. Check out our

roster of heavy-hitting team and one-on-one sports.

86 World Series Baseball
Starring Deiort Sanders

87 NHL '96

88 WWF Raw
89 Toughman Contest
SO NBA Jam

Tournament Edition
92 Triple Play Baseball '96
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df CELEBRITY UPDATE
GameMegastars

OnBroadcast
tv

Horsing Around
on

Earthworm Jim

The most powerful annelid in the

universe, Earthworm Jim, is starring

in his very own Saturday-morning

cartoon! The segmented superhero

can be see on the WB Kids Network

^~^> beginning this September. Tune in

to watch Earthworm Jim and his amazing

cohort battle the evil Psycrow.

Izzy

You've heard that you can race Daytona USA

on steed—if, that is, you can finish first on

all three tracks. But the less-industrious

player can also gallop to glory. At the white

title screen, press Up/Left and hold Buttons

A, B, X, and Z. Press Start, choose Saturn

mode, and press Left to select your vehicle.

A horse option scrolls onto the screen. Talk

about horsepower!

Izzy's been busy

too. He's gearing up

for his television-

special premiere,

Izzy's Quest for

Olympic Gold. This

two-part animated

special begins Au-

gust 12th on TNT at 5:30 pm eastern time.

This program promises to entertain and

teach about the Olympic Games—Sega
Visions says check it out!

Young people can make a difference! That's the contention of Sega Enterprises chairman Mr.

Isao Okawa, who is responsible for implementing an international summit, the Gil Junior

Summit '95, to be held this October in Tokyo. The idea for the summit began with Vice Presi-

dent Al Gore's vision of a global-information infrastructure (Gil), which he introduced at a

world telecommunication-development conference in March of 1994 with these words:

"Let us build a global community in which the people of neighboring countries view

each other not as potential enemies, but as potential partners, as members of the same fam-

ily in the vast, increasingly interconnected human family."

The elements of the Gil will make a web of information accessible to the entire world. It

is hoped that the Gil will provide opportunities and challenges for individuals, industries,

and governments, which will one day improve the well-being of all people of this planet.

It is Mr. Okawa's observation that this information revolution, as Gil has been called,

will impact the lives of today's teenagers

greatly. They will be the ones using it. Why
then, he observed, should they not be part of

its inception? Mr. Okawa has called for the Gil

Junior Summit '95 as an opportunity for

teenagers from all countries to discuss their

future and their concerns and to tap into their

creativity for solutions.

Speaking of communications, Sega Visions

will update you on how to participate in online

forums to discuss the Summit results.

When I was a child, it was impossible for

children to communicate globally due to

the war. I realize that we are living in a

wonderful era. The closer global commu-
nications become, the more the peace of

the world becomes assured.

-Isao Okawa, Chairman

Sega Enterprises,

Chairman Gil Junior Summit '95
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The Best

Nothing else measures up. There's not another game that

conies close. Virtia Fighter 2 is on its way to the Sega Saturn.

With three difficulty levels, new characters, and astounding

new moves and backgrounds, this game outclasses them all. Clocking

in even faster than the arcade blockbuster, Virtlia

Fighter 2 puts all others in the seen-it-done-it /?(£ ,w!
category. You've been waiting for this

exclusive peek, and Sega Visions has the

word for you. What's up with that? Here's

the story.

(2^>

Shun Di and Linn Rafale

Bust into voor Home
If Vittita Fighter and Virtlia Fighter Remix are the current kings of the

mountain, Viitua Fighter 2 is the avaianche that can knock them off.

With an astounding 300,000 polygons per second, ten incredibly

detailed new arenas, and far more realistic animation, this one will

blow the doors off any other attempt at 3-D fighting. Virhia Fighter 2

adds 500 new moves (for a

total of more than 1,200),

doubles the frames per

second for a count of 60,

and gives you two new
fighters for a total com-

pany of ten. Soon you'll

6 smja vision eolemiep less



meet and defeat two wonderfully unorthodox new fighters: Shun
a seemingly drunk old man with martial-arts talents that amaze, and

his new comrade, the 15-year-old Lion Rafale. Building on the lifelike-

polygon frames of the Virttta Fighter-style fighters, Sega's in-bouse

team AM2 developed Virtita Fighter 2 on a

whole new graphics engine (appropriately

called Model 2) that puts texture-mapped

buff and sculpted bodies, facial features,

and highly detailed clothing on your

fighters. Play the computer through your

whole list of opponents, and you again

reach Dural—this time under the sea in the

ruins of Atlantis. Learning to deal with the

very" real physics caused by the viscous

ocean should have you jumping with joy-

ful gaming glee.

Enjoy this look at some early Sega

Saturn screens showing character motion

against spectacular new backgrounds.

(And when you're done, don't forget to

wipe that big goofy grin off your face-

otherwise someone will think you're

insane.) This is the game. Enough said.

Check it out for yourself.

n Rafah

VW*''

2 Pai Chan

/
±i
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Sera Saturn
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Mission-preview screens brief you on

terrain and targets.

f you think a PC is the

only place that you can

play advanced aircraft-

combat sims, think again. Sega

is torching the skies with Black-

Fire for the Sega Saturn, a bad-to-

the-bone chopper sim that'll make you want to get Top

Gun tattooed where the sun don't shine. Since its introduc-

tion to the world as a computer title, BlackFire has been up-

graded and enhanced to put Sega Saturn gamers on the

cutting edge of helicopter-combat technology. If infiltrat-

ing hostile airspace with bad intent is your thing, you'll

love BlackFire. It's pure airborne mayhem.

Welcome to the U.S. elite forces. You've been as-

signed to man an advanced attack helicopter called the BlackFire.

Your old buddy Commander Kane, who used to

fly by your side, has jumped ship and is using

top-secret alien technology for his own nasty

ends. Even worse, he has teamed up with the

Consortium and the Sword of Gideon terrorist

forces. It's your job to stop him. Stop him dead.

It won't be easy. You'l! have to brave 16 mis-

sions, including night stints, to

reach Kane, who is holed up in the

belly of an alien mother ship. Beyond de-

stroying an array of enemy helicopters on your

tail in each mission, there are multiple objectives

designed to weaken Kane's ability to fight back,

such as destroying large buildings, bunkers,

munitions trucks, submarines, and oil rigs.

Lock on to targets before launching missiles to increase your The BlackFire chopper is armed with six

chances of making a kill. nasty weapons, from machine and plasma guns

to air-to-air Hydras for enemy helicopters and high-powered AGM Hellfire missiles, essential for taking out

big ground targets. Your fuel lasts only eight minutes. Blue blips on your radar often indicate friendlies,

which can be your refueling and reloading helicopters. Get to them fast because

enemy copters gun for them as well as for

you. Below your radar, a counter directs you

to your mission objectives, Point your nose in

the right direction, and the counter reads

triple zero, leading you right to the closest

target. While the direct route Is the shortest,

it is also the most heavily guarded.

If the outstanding aerial action isn't

enough to keep your attention, BlackFire

delivers in the graphics department as well.

The terrain is smoothly mapped and the heli-

copters are detailed and realistic. Twelve cinematic sequences enhance the excite-

ment. For high-adrenaline action, slick graphics, and challenging game play, Black-

Fire is an assignment you won't want to miss.

Killer cinematics a

Fiy in between enemy aircraft so that

the hostiles shoot each other down.
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A Shooting

The
docks are packed with hoodlums, partner, and you're

the only 5-0 in town that can clear 'em out. An exact

duplicate of the smash arcade hit, Virttia Cop for the Sega

Saturn sends you out on patrol through level after level of

intense shooting action.

Keep your aim steady as you wade through a warehouse,

office building, and more. Snipers peck away at you from dis-

tant buildings, ax-wielding maniacs swing for your head, and

thugs chuck grenades like confetti. You can take up to five

slugs before it's funeral time, but popping one of the white-

clad hostages puts you another step closer to the grave. Accu-

racy counts, too, so don't just spray bullets everywhere.

Snazzy polygon graphics and realistic animations—the

bad guys clutch a different body part depending on where

you shoot them—keep you glued to the screen. The wild

first-person view careens through the levels, zooming in

on rooftops and darting

down alleys before

you can even catch

your breath.

If shooting without a

light gun satisfies you as

to!W| T*TFi)

Now is the best time to shoot, when
his gun is still in the air.

The farther away an enemy is, the

more time you have to react. Take a

bead on close shooters first.

much as kissing your sister (yech), don't despair: Sega's packing

in a peripheral called the Stunner that'll arm you for wicked

point-and-shoot patrolling. When your trigger finger gets itchy

for some Sega Saturn shooting action, line up your sights on

Virtua Cop.

Vqu could call this a hostage situation. Hit the guy

in white, and you lose a fife.

lO

Most attacks same from a couple of gunmen.

sega uisions • seilinftir 1993



BUT WHY WAIT...
getYOUR SPECIAL

32X" VIRTUA FIGHTER"
TRAINING PACK right now!

Virtua Fighter is coming to Genesis 32X this Fall, buty
Special 32X Virtua Fighter Training Pack and yo

Virtua Fighter 32X game cartridge or a $40 reba

Fighter video with key game tips and upcoming f

whereyou can win a Virtua Fighter arcade unit.*

aining today! Get the limited edition

>n good for a $20 rebate on a

system. 2 An exclusive Virtua

orm into the VF32X Sweepstakes,

Your choice. You Can wait until Virtua Fighter for 32X is out in the stores like the rest ofyour friends, or

you can get the Special 32X Virtua Fighter Training Pack, get a leg up on the competition and get the game
for less! After that, it's every fighter for him or herself!

SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?



Inatf-feiiffoGter

for
a gamer, a brand-spanking-oew

piece of hardware io toe living room

is a little slice of heaven. (Hello, you,

glorious Sega Saturn, you.) But you get

an even bigger chunk nf solid excitement when you

park in front of yoor new machine, and, for one of

the very few times io yoor life, you set yuur hands,

eyes, ears, and brain Innse on a style of play that

hasn't ever been done before.

Such is the case with BUG! This first original offering from the Sega Away

Team for the Sega Saturn is one of gaming's giant steps forward. Even better, it still

manages to feel as comfortable as an old shoe.

Ye olde platform-style game is one of the tried-and-true standards in the video

game industry—and for good reason. With a platformer, you get a solid combina-

tion of action, exploration of varied worlds, item collection, puzzle solving, and

just plain jumping and bopping fun. Trying to redesign this concept would be like

throwing the baby out with the bathwater (or in this case, the pupa out with the

cocoon). So what can you do with the sheer power available in the Sega Saturn to

bring new dimensions to this game experience? A CD's space certainly allows you

to add voice. Fair enough. There are some great voice actors. And the Sega Saturn

offers a much bigger color palette. The lead character and the supporting cast of

enemies could be fully rendered in 3-D. And they are. It would also be nice to see

some scaling and zoom. No probiema.This is the Sega Saturn, remember? These en-

hancements are all fine as far as they go. But what can a game designer do to get

rid of that age-old run-to-the-right feel? This is where BUG! does some serious

Insectia's boss mixes up his attacks while you try to get in your

bops safely.

h
The Splot boss is a sea creature with bug-based stacking on the

brain. Use the slimy fella as a spittoon.

sega visions • September 1995
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Reptilia's boss gives you the chance to get in some rock-lobbing

target practice with a pair of nifty catapults.

groundbreaking. (No insect jokes,

OK?) Here, for the first time in the

genie, characters go not only left

and right and up and down but

also into the distance toward the

rear of your television and into the

foreground toward you.

To get the real scoop on Senor

Insecto Verde, Sega Visions talked

to his producer, Steve Apour, who,

by the way, has a reputation as

something of a party animal. (This somehow seems appropriate with

BUG!) What better way to get the line on this outrageous new game
than to talk directly to the source? For your info, Steve is also known
as Papa Cheese. (Don't tell anybody.)

Sega Visions: What the heck is the.Sega Away Team? (P.S. We
thought you guys were already "out there/')

Steve Apour {hereafter known as Mr. Big-Shot Producer, or Mr. BSP): In

late 1993, Sega assembled a rapid-deployment group known as the Tiger

Team to handle the special assignment of launching the Sega Saturn in

the States. I was lucky enough to be chosen as one of the original three

producers. As these things do, the Tiger Team evolved, losing the other

two producers, gaining three new ones, and changing its name to the

Away Team, which morphed into the Sega Away Team. The new
name reflects the team's changing character as we became the

group that is out of the office probably more than any
other as we pursue the development of Sega Saturn products with

international appeal.

SV: So tell us, Sega Saturn mensch, what's up with BUG!?

Mr. BSP: BUG.' is, as far as I know, the first 3-D platform game—not a

side-scroller but something of a quad-scroller. You know, not just left and

right, but in and out as well.

Bug is my pride and joy. I thinkthat he and his cast of supporting

characters are among the freshest to come into the gaming world since,

well. Sonic. The game feels like your favorite classic Saturday-

morning cartoon as a quad-scrolling, 3-D platform game. We ren-

dered the characters with the intent of giving them something of a warm,

Looney Tunes-style feel, as opposed to the superhigh-gloss, somewhat

cold lookthat many games are attempting these days.

Basically, Bug the character is an award-winning interactive-enter-

tainment star, and this is his latest role. You see, unlike video game char-

acters who actually live in their own universes, Bug is an interactive en-

„. «o cap sparing;
r. ;

.

jmiW ol hidden ai»a>, ...

o*
v

• lit a few cases, it's easier to avoid enemies than

to do them in.

• Get those blue crystals. They're the only way to get

to the Dragonfly Ring Chase and eam continues.

Pick up spit wads for unlimited sputum action. Green gives you a

single gob at a time, red doubles your gobs, blue gives you Gatling

gobs, and purple lets you put some English on your shots with

clams that bounce and ricochet.

Sega visions • semeoi&er 1995 13



of bug juice to increase your energy.

tertainer (more like a movie star) taking on roles without a dedicated

back-story. So unlike other characters—who are tethered to variations on

the same universe in their sequels—Bug will never be constrained to re-

main in the same world orto do a conventional sequel forth at matter

—

every new role brings him a new story and new costars.

SV: Where did this concept come from?

Mr. BSP: The game concept and look are the result of numerous brain-

storming sessions with "the Daves" (Warhol and Bean) of Realtime Asso-

ciates (they did the development on BUG!]. Our goal was to create a

unique universe with a novel art style, cartoonlike but not too cute charac-

ters, quirky music, and superb play mechanics. I thinkthatthe game in-

corporates all those initial concept goals.

SV: What are you calling the ability to play within the screen's plane of depth?

Mr. BSP: Z-axis access. This makes a quad-scroller possible.

SV: Is this possible only because of the Sega Saturn's processing power?

Mr. BSP: Yes. No other machine on the market could do BUG!

SV: What's behind the "Filmed entirely on location in

Sweden" line at the end of the credits inthe manual?

Mr. BSP: It's just a little inside joke. And we're

not tellin'. Ever. So. . .hold your breath.

SV: How many colors are displayed

simultaneously in the

game?

Mr. BSP: Each enemy has its own 256-color palette, as does the track, so

the number of colors displayed at any given time depends on how many

different characters are in

frame. This could range

from several hundred to

several thousands

of colors.

SV: The fellow who does

the really funny voice act-

ing for Bug—John Frost

—

what else has he done

that our glorious readers

(we're pandering here)

might recognize?

Mr. BSP: John Frost

works as creative director

of KROQ radio in Los An-

geles and KOME in San

Francisco, doing charac-

ters for promos, jingles,

short radio plays, and

commercials.

SV: All the enemies are

3-D (and so, obviously, is

Monsieur de Bug). How
were they designed?

Mr. BSP: Jeff Cook of Realtime first designed all the enemies and our hero

on paper, then 3-D models were built under his guidance using Softimage

on Silicon Graphics Indigo workstations.

SV: The cut-scenes look spectacular. What was done technically to cre-

ate those unbelievable opening, intermission, and win cinematics?

Mr. BSP: Ifwe told you, we'd have to kill you. So no comment.

It's for your own safety.

SV: What kind of bug is Bug?

Mr. BSP: Bug is a unique entity in the insect kingdom. He is a member in

good standing of the species nondescriptus.

SV: What about those red shoes and white gloves?

Is there some kind of ominous Sega master

plan here? We seem to remember seeing those

accessories somewhere else.

The Dragonfly Ring Chase

ooo' /-; ,o

You get one of these dragonfly icons for every 100 To win the chase and receive a clapper board (a

blue crystals collected. With three icons in hand, continue}, fly through each cheerio flambe without

you can go to the Dragonfly Ring Chase. missing one or touching the fire. Snag all the

spheres for another life.
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You not only get the first quad-scrolling in a video game-you also

get to take Bug sideways across the background. Watch out for

kamikaze cicadas.

»

You'll have to figure out how best to take on each of the entities in Bug's way. Some take

multiple bounces; other enemies have everything from flaming attacks to fly swatters.

Mr. BSP: Uh, good question. We just thought that they looked good. 1

invent a more romantic answer.

SV: Nah, that's good enough. No backpedaling. Have you guys got a term for the way the background builds as

the charactertravels toward it?

Mr. BSP: We call it distance cueing. It looks great, doesn't it?

SV: How many of the cartoon kill sound effects are there?

Mr. BSP: Somewhere around 20. They are pretty funny, if I do say so myself. And wonderfully cartoony.

SV: How many frames of animation are devoted to His Bugness?

Mr. BSP: Bug himself has more than 300 frames of animation.

SV: Are there any fun names forthe enemies (beyond the couple that are in the manual)?

Mr. BSP: All the enemies have names with various levels of tastefulness. The clam is Clambo,

the spring-headed fish is Snapper-Head, the stinkbug is Stinky, and the fire ant in Arachnia is Blow-

Hard. Somehow I think it's time to stop.

SV: Is the 0. J. joke a first for Sega?

Mr. BSP: The signpost refers strictly to orange juice (as opposed to bug juice), and any similarity

Continued on Next Page
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Enter Daddy's bonus round and collect as many

Blippies as you can in the allotted time. Trade

every eight for another life.

between the sign and an infamous criminal case is

strictly coincidental.

SV: What are you calling the constantly changing camera depth?

Mr. BSP: Context-sensitive cinematography.

SV: Do Bug's abducted pals have names?

Mr. BSP: Yeah. Bug's screen family is Mom, Dad, Little Brother, Mag-

got Dog, and his on- and offscreen girlfriend. Lady Bug. No, she's

not related to the wife of that dead president. ("Plant a

bush, a shrub, a tree.")

SV: Every scene is No. 127A according to the clapper boards. We've

got to ask, does this number have any significance?

Mr. BSP: None, other than to keep you wondering.

SV: Are Bug's canned power-ups the same bug juice we all drank

in camp as kids, or is there something special about this concoction?

Mr. BSP: It has a third less calories, and tastes great too!

SV: How about that end boss?

Mr. BSP: She's Queen Cadavra, the evil ruler of Insectia

and various unincorporated surrounding counties. This

widow drains defenseless insects for fun and profit. She's considered

something of a boll buster.

SV: On the trivia side, how many blue crystals are there in the game?

Mr. BSP: A smidgen under 2,000.

SV: On a more serious note (you knew it had to happen—this is after

all a serious business), tell us about the challenges of developing for a

totally new system.

Mr. BSP: The greatest challenge that we had was in finding a way

(darned quickly) to understand, digest, and utilize the enormous pro-

cessing power of the Sega Saturn. Bear in mind that developing a

Use these steam blasts to get some height.

You'll find collectibles hidden behind bamboo poles. You need to

throw a switch to get to the stuff.

16
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The surprise might give you something nice, and

then again it might not. That would be why it's'

called a surprise. Duh.

quality 16-bit title takes approximately a year (give or take a few months), and that's with existing technology as well as fully understood software and

hardware tools.

Think about the fact that the Sega Saturn is a powerful, multiprocessor system capable of doing more graphically and aurally

than anything our best programmers had ever seen before. Add to that the knowledge that the software tool set and hardware were be-

ing finalized and translated in parallel with game development, and I think you can pretty much understand where our biggest challenge was. Luckily,

we were working with some of the best developers in the business. They've committed huge resources and energy in putting together such outstanding

titles as BUG!, Black Fire, Ghen War, and Congo the Movie: The Lost City ofZinj.

SV: What are the Oscar-like statues in the bonus rounds called?

Mr. BSP: The Blippy Awards are the interactive-entertainment industry's answer to the Oscars, Emmies, and Grammies. They're named afterthat first

brilliant interactive performer in the days before talkies and color: the blip from Pong.

SV: The mazes appear to be suspended in midair. What's holding the mazes up? (And don't say they're on the back of a huge turtle.)

Mr. BSP: Those mazes don't actually exist. They're simply computer-graphics special effects, done by our game gurus at SLM, Sega Light & Magic.

(Don't get testy, George. We're just funnin'.) Bug actually does most of his acting in front of a blue screen. We then carefully and cleanly

composite (compost?) the track pieces under our talent (Bug) using the Sega Saturn's multiprocessor architecture to make it look as if they exist in the

same space. SLM is currently doing interactive computer-graphics work for two other Sega Away Team games in production: BlackFire and Ghen War

(shameless plug for two of our terrific upcoming titles).

SV: What jazzes you most about working with the Sega Saturn?

Mr. BSP: The most exciting element is coming up with ways to utilize the machine's amazing capabilities. What can we do that is new and fresh given

that we've got all this incredible horsepower to work with? What can we do to give the players a totally different kind of visual treat, a new audio sensa-

tion, and a big figurative kick in the pants that puts them right into orbit?

SV: The Sega Saturn's resolution varies depending upon what you're trying to accomplish. At what screen resolution does BUG! run?

Mr. BSP: The screen resolution is 320 by 224, which looks outstanding and is plenty to pull off BUGh Saturday-morning cartoon look. It keeps the

game's frame rate running very high.

SV: Thanks, Steve. Sorry about the Mr. BSP stuff. Somehow it seemed like the thing to do. (And we won't mention Papa Cheese again.)

Mr. BSP: That's OK. I've been dealing with Bug's attitude problems for a while now, I'm used to it.
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Prepare for the revolution. The technological revolution, that is.

Side-scrolling Adventure has just reinvented itself, and you have

Sega's Astal for Sega Saturn to thank. Vivid anime graphics come
at you in thousands upon thousands of colors. Scaling enemies zoom
in from the midground and background. And the sound effects will

leave you reeling. The future is here, and Astal's leading the way.

Eons ago, the goddess Antowas created two exceedingly unusual

children from two crystals. From the red crystal came Astal, a fiery

boy-child. From the green crystal, Antowas created the beautiful

Leda, the love of Astal's life. When Astal's temper gets the better of

him, he's exiled to the moon. Meanwhile, a third crystal creature,

the evil Geist, kidnaps Leda. Guess who's gotta rescue her? (You

knew this was coming.) It's you, pal.

Astal uses an array of special moves to crack his enemies. At-

tacks include a mighty punch to the ground that paralyzes his foes,

standing and running throws, and breath that can blow out fires

and smaller enemies. When Astal rescues a bird in distress in the first

level, she becomes both a companion and

another weapon. When our hero stocks up

on crystals, he can send his bird friend out

to hunt for food or attack his foes. Even bet-

ter, a second player can control the bird for

a cooperative spin on the game.
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i45to/ really makes its mark with visuals that'll make you a Sega Saturn

believer. The enchanted worlds range from underground caverns and

crystal waterfalls to fiery deserts and cloud-studded skyscapes that

will stun even the most faded gamer. Each world brims with exotic

colors and spectacular backgrounds. Wildly original enemies abound.

The gigantic bosses include a carnivorous plant, a flame-spewing

dragon, and a host of other gorgeous but deadly adversaries. The

side-scrolling action features a mind-numbing array of special effects,

including five layers of parallax and impressive scaling.

Classical music with a New Age twist is the backdrop for Astal's

crystalline world. Sound effects and digitized voice include special

touches like the sound of a flurry of bats approaching from afar.

Astal is the perfect showcase for the Sega Saturn. For Adventure-

packed gaming of a caliber to match this miraculous piece of hard-

ware, you can't do better than Astal.
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A Peaceful
Resolution?

It's several hundred years in the

future, and the galactic powers

have finally wised up. Out-and-

out warfare benefits no one;

games of skill and cunning are

now the preferred resolutions to

interplanetary disputes. You're

Clay Shaw, a sled racer the en-

tire galaxy will have to reckon

with. But first you've got to

prove yourself the foremost

racer on your own planet. Then

it's on to five far-flung worlds,

like the subzero Glacies, where

ice caves threaten to implode

around you, and the volcanic

Evoflammas, where bursts of fire

erupt in your path.

In Story mode, you must

prove your mettle in each world

to progress. In Free Play mode,

you and a rival each choose a

sled and any course you please.

Both modes let you choose from

three views of your

craft, from a zoom
so tight that you

can't even see the

front of your sled

to an aerial view.

20

Publisher

Controller

Playing Cyber Speedway on your Sega Saturn is like driving while blast-

ing a really good car CD-stereo system. Only you're driving a futuris-

tic hovercraft capable of climbing, dropping, and swerving with speed

and precision that eclipse the capabilities of any vehicle or aircraft you've

seen before. And what you're listening to is some of the most aggressive,

cranking rock since Swerve Driver. And did we mention missiles? They're only

one of the chaotic elements in this one- or two-player sci-fi Racer from Sega.

Cyber Speedway packs in so many shortcuts, obstacles, and devious opponents

that it makes the Indy 500 look like the Pillsbury Bake-Off.

"WKencourag"!
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Your* Hovercraft Is Full of Eels
Of course, territorial issues inevitably involve a bit of hostility. That's why
missiles are planted throughout the courses, to your benefit. You can find

clusters of them along the many shortcuts on the circuit, especially in the

more advanced levels. Blasting opponents out of contention by blowing their

time and concentration is as satisfying as edging them out at the finish line.

There is a catch: You must be behind your intended victim (you wouldn't

want to look backward at these speeds), which means that strategy and risk

come into play. If you spend time positioning yourself or squander a lead to

hit an opponent, you'd better not miss.

Not all alternate routes are helpful. Some cost you time. Others are

booby-trapped. All of them require superior skill; drivers with inadequate

steering finesse will find themselves plunging from narrow ridges back onto

the main road, wasting seconds in the descent and probably damaging their

shields. (Even if you take a major plummet, though, you'll marvel at the

and graphics scaling as you fall.)

of hidden bullets on

•racks,
responsine

• Dive i

the Terra com «.

• Avoid the trough in the Evoflammas course by staying to the left.

• If you're maxed out on missiles in two-player mode but your

opponent is nowhere near, fire into the walls and pick up more

missiles so that your rival can't get at them.

• Maintain a scant lead, and you're a sitting duck. Lean on the

accelerator or slow down and fire as your opponent passes.

• Level 6 contains a shortcut riddled with bombs. Once they're
,

blown up, this route saves you considerable time.

• Once you use up your shield, that's it. There are no

shield power-ups.

Rock-O-Rama
The Northern California rock trio "bygone dogs" is behind the

guitar-heavy tunes. But the sound track is noteworthy for more

than its hipness and drive. The music includes truly wailing vo-

cals, extremely rare in video game music—no system short of

the Sega Saturn can do them justice. You can also listen to the

disc in an ordinary audio CD player (minus the oth-

erworldly sound effects, of course).

BBSa liven without the multimedia

extras, Cyber Speedway deserves your

attention. Whether you're a speed

demon, a master strategist, or

just a tune freak, this game
will rev you up.

3r.stfK»w
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HBCKEV
Makes It to the
Big Leagues

ZZZ~~n"

No More
Fucking
^Around

Looking for bone-jarring action? Put

on your melon protector and snap

that chin strap. It's time to get off the

bench and onto the ice with incredible 3-D

rinks, crushing checks, goalie splits that'll

make you groan, and tape-to-tape passes

that give one-timers new meaning. Wel-

come to NHL All-Star Hockey from Sega

Sports. The rippingest system on the mar-

ket redefines North America's favorite

game. Even the hockey-impaired (you

know who you are) will stand up and take

notice. Where else can you sit down with

up to 12 (we're not kidding) of your closest

pals and play the most realistic wide-open

and pounding tilt of your life? There is no

where else. This one's out there.
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The Same Shot:
£outof IB Views

.?
NHL All-Star Hockey for the Sega Saturn gives Zamboni fans all the real

NHL teams, all the real NHLPA players, and the most astounding fea-

tures ever to grace a Sports game. The voice of the Rangers, Marv Albert,

provides commentary and player spotlights. Choose from a tremendous

16 views of the pond, including a puck's-eye view. Role-playing in

hockey? Yup. It's your first-ever chance at first-person hockey fyou can

even be the netminder).

Serious managers can dig into full player and team construction

and save their choices and their seasons via Backup cart. Complete prac-

tice drills offer an opportunity for stickhandlers to brush up on a particu-

lar area of their game. And numbers fans can pour over all the stats via

real Fleer Ultra sports cards onscreen.

Blow it during the

first period? You'll duck

trash cans from a very

Canadian coach who gives 1

his loud and honest assess-

ment of your play during

the intermission. Want to

learn more about the great

game? Tour the Hockey Hall

of Fame and even view the

trophies (like Lady Byng and

Conn Smythe). Look for ex-

tensive stats, season standings

via a changing Sega Sports

page, full help menus, manual

and automatic goalies, three settings for

your refs {from lenient to tough), and scads

of good ol' hip-checking hockey. This one

breaks the mold and sets the standard for

exciting vid-game hockey a bunch of

notches higher.

Al lafrate stands tall on his Fleer Ultra card. We can bet he's

looking forward to this year's All-Star skills competition.

The Sega Sports page tracks season standings.
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I
The Happyfand built-in simulation ups the sim

happiness factor with large parks, giving the sims

lots of room to play.

aneKpensw
but

industrial
zone.

\SBiiwtt

f you've ever built an ant farm, tower, or rain forest on your PC,

chances are you've played one of the Maxis Sim games. Maxis is

the authority on creating miniuniverses where you can play god,

directing your sim subjects in their efforts to grow and evolve. Sim

City 2000 is the Sega Saturn version of the internationally

popular PC product. Maxis revitalized the interface for

the Sega Saturn and added graphical enhancements that

spice up the simulation. The game looks and plays bet-

ter than ever, and the opening sequences are unparal-

leled. If you sneer at most Strategy games, if you find

chess too easy, if the thought of building a thriving me-

tropolis from scratch excites your god complex, Sim

City 2000 will open new corridors of entertainment on
your Sega Saturn.

City Planning Made Easy
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\oving you.

Seaports employ a lot of sims but are

costly to build. Group like industries

to save on the cost of power lines.

publisher

Maxte___

Controller
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The cities of the future have a fresh look to them. Spirals are hip.
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On the surface, Sim City 2000 seems easy. There is no firm objective

except to accomplish whatever goals you set for yourself. You estab-

lish your city in one of four time periods from 1900 to 2050, with

your choice of easy, medium, or difficult budgets. Then
you start building by placing roads and rail; light and

heavy industrial, commercial, and residential zones;

schools; hospitals; police and fire stations—everything

you think you need to make your city thrive. And you

discover just how difficult city planning can be.

While you can build your city any way you choose,

you must follow some basics to get your town off the

ground. Once you have chosen a plot of land and

named your city, you should begin by building a power

plant and providing some form of water.

Because of the power-to-cost ratio, the coal plant

is the best beginning source of elec-

tricity. While you will deal with some
pollution woes, you can upgrade in

50 years with gas, nuclear, solar, or

other high-tech energy sources.

Water is easy. Drop a few pumps
on the edge of a lake or river, connect

them to the power plant {or to the

nearest power source) with power lines,

and lay a pipe to your building zones.

With power artd water taken care

of, your citizens will demand road and

rail, followed closely by industrial

zones. Since your citizens (called sims)

will not build more than three squares

from a road, your zones should be a



Every city needs a sports arena. Choose from many popular and

arcane sports, and give your team the name of your choice.

maximum of six squares deep with roads on each side. Building in

six-by-six squares is a good beginning strategy.

As your city grows, you get the opportunity to add parks, sports

stadiums, marinas, zoos, prisons, even military bases (though you

can't control where they're placed—typical). You can even launch

Aicologies into space in year 3000 or so. Of course, you also must

deal with natural disasters such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and earth-

quakes, man-made disasters like radiation leaks, and supernatural

disasters like monsters and aliens, if your town falters, city blocks

empty as your sims leave. And you go from town god to slumlord.

What makes Sim City 2000 so much fun is its cartoon realism.

While the buildings and newspapers bear little resemblance to real-

it}', the effects of overcrowding, pollution, crime, and disasters are

very real. Each session of zoning and growth is a lesson in what

drives your sims' desires in the land of your creation. Legalized gam-

bling may bring extra revenue, but does it carry the added cost of

more police stations? Does heavy

residential and industrial zoning

cause an increase in crime? It de-

pends on how you build.

Play with one of the more

than 20 built-in sim cities for

clues on successful zoning. Or se-

lect the Disaster option to see

how a monster really crushes a

city. Because you build cities on

your own plan, the combinations

are only as limited as your imagi-

nation. Sim City 2000 is more
than just a game. It's a pastime.

Water is the lifeblood of your city.

Sometimes you have to repair pipes

manually, or lay a central supply pipe

to avoid water shortages.

J
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Water pumps deliver greater volume when placed when taxes are raised. Lowering taxes

next to a steady source such as a river or a lake. can spur growth.

*efllfl tornadoes are natural !
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sailing Cities with

The Sega sachup
If you've played Sim City 2000, you know just how
much effort goes into building a city. And while more
than 20 ready-to-play sim cities are built into the CD,
you can save only one of your own games in the Sega
Saturn's onboard memory at a time. The Sega Backup
memory cart takes away this barrier by giving you the

power to save up to 16 games of your own creation.

The Backup is so important to Sim City 2000 mastery
that Maxis will carry a special offer on the Sega Saturn
Sim City 2000 packaging.

The Backup
works just like a

Genesis cart. Plug it

into the slot on top

of your Sega Saturn.

When you save, Sim
City 2000 automati-

cally stores your city

on the Backup.

If you have se-

rious ideas about

building cities, then

you must have a Backup cart. For that matter, if

you're serious about gaming, you need a Backup. Think

of it as your Sega Saturn memory times 16.

"Ma storage for your Sega Saturn.
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Which half would you prefer? That's what he gets

for mispronouncing yourdame. Shinbanemy butt.

wm^itii«ftriiimiWi^iMvaBi
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The second world has you fighting for

your life white climbing from branch

to branch, lots of power-tips await

you in the trees.

Joe Bazooka (not

his reai name]

Waists with his

shoulder-mounted

gun and also

Knives and

blocks attacks

like a champ.

You can not only block thrown

weapons hot also return them to

sender by swingingyoursword and

hatting them back to the thrower.

The first boss is an otherworldly devil mask.

Attack with your sword and your throwing

stars. Watch for flames and also his horns,

which he launches at you.

Listen closely and you'll hear gamers all over America cheering.

Shinobi Legions is coming to the Sega Saturn, courtesy of Vic

Tokai, and for Action fans, this one is a long-awaited, seriously

righteous hack-'n-slash.

As most of you know, the Shinobi series has real history on

Sega platforms. Starting with the Sega Master System in 1988, this

group of sword-swinging, shuriken-tossing games has been on every

iega machine since. And for good reason—the

games rip! Quality game play transcends indi-

vidual platforms, and as a result Sega fanatics

have gotten to play Shinobi on everything from

Game Gear to Sega CD. Sega Saturn owners now
get their shot; this one meets all expectations.

Shinobi games have always been chock-full

of outrageous ninja moves. This new Sega Sat-

urn disc is no exception. You get major jump

attacks, vastly powerful magical assists, wall

climbing, vicious multiple-shuriken lobs, stabs,

slices, and tons of defensive postures. New to

nd others big, but Sega Saturn users are the intense graphics,

none of them appreciate- your sword-based rig. sounds, and realism that the system brings to

(We couldn't help ourselves. Sorry.) the shinobi table. Sure, you get booming sound,

thousands of colors, voice samples, vividly real backgrounds, and

full-motion-video cut-scenes, but it's the look and feel of the charac-

ters that brings this new game to life. You'll enjoy tons of digitized

action from your rotoscoped hero and his enemies. There's also a
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Welcome back,

'

Shinobi-san.//
irour public has misseTyblr

One thing's for sure: ^
*ve never looked better.
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great mix of fantasy-based animated enemies and
bosses. Happily, these folks don't just look terrific—

they play like a dream. Don't expect to run to the

right and slash like it's open season on trees. These

enemies each have different attacks and defensive

abilities and truly make you earn your way through

each of the nine worlds. The bosses require split-sec-

ond reaction times. They'll make you as

grouchy as a stupid dog in a room full of

porcupines before you figure out how to

end their reign.

U.S. gamers ought to offer up a major

vote of thanks to Vic Tokai for bringing

this best-selling Sega ofJapan title to our

shores. This new Sega Saturn entry in the

Shinobi saga is a spectacular return to one
of gaming's premium experiences—it re-

tains the feet that made the series so incred-

ibly popular white giving new-system users

all the major technological innovations

they require.

Colled the shining kaiana to call up the Bisha-

mcn. your offensive power is doubled for a time,

and yes get seme defensive help from the

armored guy who appears when you swing.

Can you say ouch?

This boss is a tricky bugger. You

can't harm him with attacks. You

must bat his blue fireballs back at

him while avoiding the energized

platforms and moving quickly

upward. Save the Thunder Dragon

to use when he splits into two.

fjt f-B? 9-

i f
!* lit

Call In your Thunder Dragon to clear out all the

enemies onscreen.
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This crab boss puts a hurtln' on Rayman unless you hang on t

edge when tie comes forward and attack when ho backs off.
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Looking for a big-fun game that's gonna take some serious time to beat?

Search no further than Rayman from Ubi Soft for the Sega Saturn. In addi-

tion to showing just what your new twin-32-bit platform is capable of, this

game is truly built with the hard-core sprite-head in mind. Rayman puts you in

control of vivid animated near-movie-quality graphics, wild sounds, and, best of

all, six huge worlds packed full of the kind of adventure that next-generation

gamers expect. Rayman will make your day, man. {Sorry, we couldn't resist.)

Ready for the story here? Listen carefully. Betilla the fairy has been defeated.

As a result, peace is threatened by the disappearance of the Great Protoon, and

the world becomes unstable. Mr. Dark is at fault. It's Rayman to the rescue as he

travels over six worlds in search of the Electoons that orbited the Great Protoon.

Once all the Electoons have been freed, your limbless hero can attempt recovery

of said Great Protoon. Got it? Good.

Rayman is chock-full of addictive play, vast amounts of color (up to 65,000 si-

multaneous shades), five independently scrolling backdrops, 60 frames of anima-

tion per second, and more than 50 enemies (a fair number of which are AI

based—their attacks depend on your actions). With exceedingly challenging non-

linear game play that gives you more than 60 levels of action, each with more

than a few hidden passages and traps, Rayman gives loads of joyful Electoon-free-

ing hours. Add Rayman's unusual powers (from propeller hair to bug-riding abil-

ity) which develop and accumulate as you march through the game, and you get

an Action title that more than lives up to its advance billing. Rayman really rocks.
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Remember how RPGs used to

look? Virtual Hydlide on the

Sega Saturn is redefining the

genre with first-person, once-re-

moved role play that makes older

RPGs seem archaic. Since we broke

the news on this unique title last

May, Atlus Software has won the

rights to Virtual Hydlide, which will

be shipping sometime this fall,

much to the delight of gamers who
like involved RPG without tedious

preadventure setup. It's the closest

to plug-and-play virtual reality

we've seen.

Virtual Hydlide is easy to play.

There's no advance character setup.

You earn and win points, strength,

and weaponry in the course of

game play. And there are plenty of

items, both mystical and practical,

from medicinal herbs to magic

swords, from poison to cursed

items you just can't seem to get rid

of. Battles are classic sword-swing-

ing action, with a number of at-

tacks and blocks at your disposal.

Each time you defeat a big boss,

you win an item that helps you in

the next phase of your quest. The

compass at the bottom right of the

screen acts as your guide. Just fol-

low the blue line to your next goal.

You play as an adventurer on a

quest to rescue Princess Anne of the

Dream World. The dark prince

Varis has thrown an evil shadow over the Dream World and is trying to capture the princess. To keep her

from harm, the Elder Fairy has transformed the princess into three small fairies and scattered her (or is it

them?) across the most hidden reaches of the realm. Your quests are to defeat the evil Varis and restore

the princess to her true form by finding all three fairies.

One of the features that makes Virtual Hydlide such a treasure is that each time you begin a new
game, the game redraws itself from scratch. Atlus states that more than 1 billion combinations are possi-

ble, making for awesome replay value. Options include a difficulty setting and a save feature, plus the

ability to restore favorite worlds by entering their codes. To

get any more into the action and excitement of Virtual Hy-

dlide, you would have to enter Dream World itself.
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Ghen lAlar
This cool first-person, Action/Fighting/Strategy game takes place 100

years in the future. Hostile aliens have invaded the solar system, and

it's up to you to save the universe and defend humanity. Approxi-

mately 22 minutes of special effect-laden video shot in Hollywood

enhances the realism. Ghen War of-

fers players a rich variety of both in-

door and outdoor environments,

ranging form the scorching hell of

Venus to the top-secret under-

ground of the mysterious NORAD.

If the action doesn't blow you

away, the awesome music will. Be-

lieve it or not, the music dynami-

cally adjusts to your

game play (thank

you, Sega Saturn),

Ghen War is really

three games in one:

It contains three dis-

tinct types of play,

spread out over 20

challenging levels.

Mystery Mansion
Mystery Mansion was one of the first

Adventure games released on Sega

Saturn in Japan. The interactive

story line has you exploring a

graphically gorgeous haunted man-

sion in order to solve puzzles and

keep the spirits from ultimately de-

stroying the place. As you venture

from room to room, ghostly floating

heads appear and dispense clues.

30

Riglord Saga
takes you to a richly rendered 3-D gothic land compris-

ing four kingdoms. In this state-of-the-art RPG, you must use your

special powers arid the skills of your allies to regain control of the

kingdoms from the evil Lord Bane and his wicked cronies. Riglord

Saga has an abundance of standard-setting special features. You be-

gin with 5 characters and build your team to include up to 12, each

with special skills, powers, and

magical abilities. As you advance,

your characters gain experience

and new moves, which they

demonstrate for you. You also en-

counter dozens of evil characters,

who challenge you to one battle

after another for hours upon

hours of exciting game play.

itk

NBA Action '96
Play b-ball with the big boys. You get a full team roster for the

1995-96 season, from the Vancouver Grizzlies to the Toronto Rap-

tors. All the marquee players, like Michael Jordan and Shawn Kemp,

come with their signature moves. To even out the competition, play-

ers' attributes change with the game play. Say you've missed four

shots in a row: Altrell Sprewell's outside-shot rating drops a couple of

percentage points. The reverse happens if you're playing extremely

well. NBA Action '96 has more then ten spectacular game-play views

and a full instant replay. One replay option called Ball Cam shows

you the clip as if you were the ball itself. Alley-oop passes, behind-

the-back passes, and no-look passes—they're all in the game. If you

want, you can use the same player throughout the game. One of the

top buttons on your Sega Saturn controller even gives you two shots

in a row—a basketball-game first!
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World Series
Baseball
It's, it's, it's. . .the most realistic baseball game you've ever seen! Twin

32-bit processors provide perspectives you'll find only on Sega Saturn.

Three camera angles and 360-degree views put you in the park.

Choose from several styles of challenging play—there's even a Chase

mode that gives you the view of the ball as it comes off the bat. The

home-run derby lets you send power hitters like Bonds and Bagwell

head-to-head. World Series Baseball is licensed by Major League Base-

ball and the Players' Association. You get all-star teams and play-by-

play on the fly. A convenient memory feature allows you to track

stats for you favorite individuals, teams, and league leaders.

Spot Goes to
Hollywood
Spot, the effervescent red 7UP

mascot, returns in a high-energy

way in Spot Goes to Hollywood. In

his first starring role on Sega Sat-

urn, he undertakes a nonstop

adventure through movie-spoof

worlds. The name of the game is

fun-and-exploration excitement.

Spot battles enemies and

solves puzzles to

work his way out of

the film world and

back to his can.

FIFA Soccer '96
FIFA Soccer '96 takes advantage of the Sega Saturn's revolutionary

technology to deliver stunning graphics and blazing speed—it's by

far the most realistic soccer game to date. New player animations,

multiple camera angles, dramatic Dolby Surround Sound, over 15

minutes of authentic live soccer-league action, and superfast game
play with more than 300 teams bring the excitement of interna-

tional soccer to your home.

Theme Park
Can you build the most awesome amusement park in the world?

Sure you can, with Therm Park. You select the site and map out the

rides, attractions, shops, and concession stands. It's the reality of big

business—every aspect of running a profitable amusement park,

from actually staffing your park to R and D is in your control. Well,

almost every aspect—we should probably mention that things can

go wrong. As a matter of fact, all kinds of challenging situations

promise to bring out the problem-solving entrepreneur in you: in-

clement weather, worker strikes, rides that burst into flames, hostile

takeovers, and disgruntled tourists, to name a few.

Wing Commander III:

Heart of the Tiger
This technologically astounding sequel in the Commander series

puts you in a world founded on tomorrow's technology. It's a

thrilling space sim, and you're the wing-commander pilot of a

brand-new Terran ship in the bitter war against the Kilrathi. Game-

play speed is a warping 30 frames per second. You interact face-to-

face with a cast of stars including Mark Hamill, Malcolm McDowell,

and John Rhys-Davies. Sixty-five thousand colors of SGI-based

graphics explode with heart-pounding clarity as you travel at blister-

ing speed across planetary surfaces and through the seemingly end-

less void of space.

The Journeyman
Project: Director's Cut
Consider the fact that the original PC version of this game, The Jour-

neyman Project, won the prestigious Multimedia Award for best ani-

mation and graphics. Now imagine the next-generation game—on
Sega Saturn. The journeyman Project: Director's Cut is a photo-realistic

Adventure game. You're Agent 5 of the Temporal Protectorate, as-

signed to travel back in time to save the future. Locations include a

prehistoric security station, an un-

derwater military complex, and a

Martian mining colony. You travel

through six panoramic worlds of

fluid, full-motion graphics, virtual

walk-throughs, fly-throughs, and

live-action video sequences. A
MIDI sound track enhances the

visceral, movie-theater experience.
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JetSkiRAGE
Whoever said that a little water never hurt anyone never played

this spectacular wet 'n wild game! JetSkiRAGE is best described as a

Racing/Fighting game with a tidal wave of 360-degree 3-D action.

Players race full-throttle through

deadly courses, dodging ferocious

sharks, armed racers, disgruntled

former racers, bounty hunters,

and floating spike fields. JetSki-

RAGE is tons of fun, but it ain't

no day at the beach!

Descent
Deep in the mines of the planet

Pluto, an alien race has taken over

the outposts of the Post Terrain

Mineral Corporation. The 360-

degree mind-twisting, high-speed

Action game features more than

30 levels. Players encounter hid-

den power-ups, repair stations,

death-defying mine shafts,

and menacing ro-

bots as they set out

to destroy each

command center.

The goal? To come
out alive!

Casper may be the friendliest

ghost in town, but he isn't the

only ghost in town. Casper on

Sega Saturn is a challenging, cool

Action/Strategy game based on
Steven Spielberg's flick. Casper

and his three rude uncles star in

more than 20 complex puzzles in

hilarious 3-D animation. Hey! Is

that a ghost in your

Sega Saturn?

Cyberia
Taking full advantage of the Sega Saturn's powerful sound capabili-

ties, Cyberia's action is brought to life with a musical score written

specifically for it by Thomas Dolby's Headspace. Cyberia takes place

in a future where global terrorists rule and humanity lives on the

brink of destruction. Blending Hollywood cinematography, near-

photo-realistic images, and furiously intense game play with full-

screen, full-motion video makes for a game that'll blow you away.

(It's no wonder that the CD-ROM version was a top-ten seller.)

Alone in the Dark
We can't recommend this game
for scaredy-cats. Alone in the

Dark places you in the horrific

world of Jeremy Hartwood's life.

Players must decide whether

Jeremy was a victim of suicide

or something more sinister.

Around every corner hideous

monsters lurk, coming alive

when even the bravest players

least expect. It wouldn't be so

frightening if there weren't so

many graphical features, like

cinematic zooms, pans, close-

ups, and scaling. Games aren't

supposed to look this real,

are they?

VR Baseball '95
VR Baseball '9S contains not

only real teams, players, and

statistics but also the subtle nu-

ances that re-create the look and

feel of actual baseball. Play is

arcade-style with myriad camera

angles and 360-degree Virtual

Fieldvision that puts players in

the game as never before. Season

and league play use the new di-

visional alignment. There's even

a General Manager mode that

allows for trades so that you can

keep up with the big leagues.
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You listen to the

music. You want to

-~- — know what's happening

right now and what's going to explode tomorrow.

We know you do. This is huH, a new music mag-

azine that opens the door to your future con-

sciousness of rock & roll. With huH you can listen

to the music and read detailed reviews of all the

new releases before you buy your CDs at your

favorite music store or from the clubs.
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also available on cassette

new music

with nothing more to buy ever '

See rictsils below

Exclusive CD
Every Month

Each month with every

issue ol ItuH Magazine

you will receive a full-

length CD that is not

available anywhere else.

This exclusive recording

features 10 new releases

— hot recordings from

the music you love. With

the huH CD you can listen

to today's hot artists

before you decide to add

them

Exclusive New
Music Magazine

huH Magazine cuts

through the hype and

takes you deep into the

heart of Rock & Roll.

Here's where you'll find

the ultimate in thought

provoking articles, elec-

trifying interviews,

insightful writing by the

artists themselves, plus

100 unbiased reviews

and ratings. From Pearl

Jam to Public Enemy,

Aerosmithto R.E.M.,

Melissa Etheridgeto

Sepulture, huH sets

brand new standards of

intelligence, humor

and personality.
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Reviews
and Ratings of

100 New CDs
Every Month

Every month huH

Magazine reviews over

100 new CD releases-

fair and unbiased

reviews, more exciting

than you'll find anywhere

else. With these reviews

and ratings you can get to

know all the new releas-

ing your

favorite

-nlubs.

Free Music

ii i
pi

:<-

servic

_se CDs

our

direct

urn hard-to-

ings to the

p the charts,

CDs reviewed

... . Magazine are

available. A convenient

way to shop but never

an obligation.

Exclusive

Music Video
Every Month

Subscribe to huH

Magazine and you can
also receive an exclu-

sive full-length music
video tape every month
with 10 hot new videos
from your favorite artists

— unedited and uncen-

sored. You'll be the first

to own the latest music
videos (it

maybe
years before |

you could

buy these

videos in

stores).

Some you

may never

even see

on TV.

m
Wake up. Be informed. Read huH.

Yes, Send me my FREE copy of huH Magazine plus my FREE huH 1

CD. Bill me for just shipping and handling. Thereafter, each month I'll get the latest 1

issue of huH Magazine and the monthly huH CD for the guaranteed low price of just

$2.98 each plus shipping and handling. I may also receive, up to four times a year,

special issues guaranteed at the same low price plus shipping and handling. I have

no obligation to buy anything ever and can cancel any time I want.

The music I like most is: (check one only)

rj Alternative Rock D Soft Rock/Pop Hard Rock D Heavy Metal DRap

Check Here ityou preferyour monthly recordings on cassette

SPECIAL MUSIC VIDEO OFFER-
P Yes! Please also send me every month the special mosic video tape featuring 10 music videos

for the low price of $3.98 plus shipping and handling. I will be guaranteed this low price as long

as I remain an active subscriber in the huH Music Service program. /a.
Select the category of your choice D Alternative Rock Pop Heavy Metal Rap ^

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

Address Apt,

Citv

Phone 1 1

MAIL CARD NOW
TO GET YOUR

Have you bought anything by mail in the last? 6 months 1 Year never

Do you have a credit card? D Yes D No

betship. Limiled Id new

One membership per lamily. Local

sales lan, if any, will be added, Allow 4-

6 weeks tor deliveiy.

©1995 Warner Music Enterprises
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Mortal Kombat II
Mortal KombatU slugs its way onto Sega Saturn with a vengeance,

including Babalities, combo moves, hidden characters, friendship

moves, and all the arcade secrets. The intense martial-arts action

explodes onto Sega Saturn with each and every one of the arcade

characters, including the new ones like Baraka, Kitana, and Reptile.

Mortal KombatE on Sega Saturn uses award-winning motion capture,

additional animation frames, great graphics, intense music, and

enhanced sound effects that include all the arcade voice samples.

Robotica
tkomstoRoboticcij a futuristic 3-D world of ex-

plosive game play. Brutal robot enforcers of the WSSS government

space station have taken over the 29th-century metropolis. Your

heavily armed underground orga-

nization will do anything to de-

stroy it. Robotica brings suspense-

ful next-generation music and

sound F/X to a first-person shoot-

ing perspective with more than 30

challenging levels. Hidden traps

and secret passages are waiting for

discovery, but beware: The game

changes every time you play it.

NBA Jam
Tournament Edition
Shoot some serious hoop with NBA Jam Tournament Edition on

!

Saturn. Arcade-style scaling brings realistic onscreen character move-

ment—the closer the players are, the bigger they get. See exclusive

NBA full-motion video, and get more than 120 NBA superstars on
updated player rosters. The game even includes voice calls for indi-

vidual players. NBA jam Tournament Edition on Sega Saturn also fea-

tures all-new power-ups, hidden characters, a playable rookie team,

and outrageous special moves like cross-court dunks.'

NFL Quarterback
Club 96
NFL Quarterback Club '96 has the best of the original's game play and

much more. Players get astounding perspective choices. The only

way you could get a more realistic viewpoint is to participate in a

real line of scrimmage. All-new player animations include stiff arm,

drag tackle, up-and-over dive, celebrations, and even tantrums. And
you get more than 400 available plays. That's not all. You can bring

any Quarterback Club member or favorite team into practice or

choose from ten custom players/positions and improve their attrib-

utes through superior performance. Ultrasmooth cam replay allows

you to review each play from any angle.

Virtua Racing
Ready to take a ride on the wild

side? VirUia Racing absolutely

screams on Sega Saturn. Three

modes—Arcade, Grand Prix,

and Practice—mean three gut-

wrenching experiences. Arcade

mode brings home the driving

thrills and detailed graphics of

the original arcade game. In

Grand Prix mode, you compete

for the world championship on

more than ten wild tracks, Your

competition has artificial intelli-

gence that ranges from aggres-

sive and ambitious to outright

cutthroat. Then there's Practice

mode, which is really the place

to start. Learn the handling

characteristics of each vehicle as

well as the seven new tracks.

Endorfun
Time Warner Interactive brings

strategy and sensory thrills to the

Sega Saturn with Endorfun, an ad-

dictive, mesmerizing puzzle game

that'll have your heart pounding.

You race against the clock to ma-

neuver pulsating, six-sided cubes

through constantly changing

mazes and grids. Mustering all

your skill and dexterity, you

guide each cube so that it

lands directly on

top of the life

force with the

matching color.

Think quickly and

move with great

calculation, or

blocks of color will

entrap you.
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Don Bluth's Dragon's Lair
and Dragon's Lair II

Dragon's Lair and Dragon's Lair H: Time Warp pack colorful, crisp ani-

mation and digitized sound. You're Dirk the Daring, a valiant knight

on a quest to rescue Princess Daphne. Dragon's Lair has you fighting

your way through the treacherous castle of the dark wizard. In

Dragon's Lair II, you use a time machine in your desperate attempt to

find Princess Daphne before Mordroc puts a death ring on her finger.

It's a race against the clock, or she'll be lost forever in a time warp.
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Brain Dead 1

3

Brain Dead 13? Well, it's a kinda

bizarre, comic, horrific, frantic

Action/Adventure. The hero,

Lance, is the world's coolest

computer-repair guru. He gets a

late-night "fix it" call from Dr.

Nero Neurosis. The doc's abode: a

mysterious castle. This ain't no or-

dinary house call, and this ain't no
ordinary game. Brain Dead 13 on

Sega Saturn fea-

tures fully orches-

trated digital

sound and breath-

taking animation

so interactive that

you'd have to be,

well, brain-dead

not to love it.

Robinson's
Requiem
Robinson's Requiem on Sega Saturn is a startlingly realistic virtual

environment. You're imprisoned on an alien planet. Your aim? To
escape, even if you have to amputate one of your own limbs to stay

alive. More than 100 variables are managed in real time, like your

body temperature, stress, fatigue, pain, disease, gangrene, and hal-

lucinations. The prison is mapped in 3-D with over three square

miles of play area that include canyons, hills, waterfalls, and caves.

It's the ultimate test of survival as you hunt, gather food, find

water, and make your own clothing and weapons—anything to

get off the planet.

Space Ace
Space Ace plunges you into a fan-

tastic world of nonstop anima-

tion. Evil Commander Borf has

kidnapped Ace's girlfriend, the

beautiful Kimberly, and is plot-

ting to enslave the earth with

his dreaded Infanto Ray, a

weapon that transforms every-

one it blasts into a helpless baby.

Armed with a laser gun, Ace

must seek out and destroy the

Infanto Ray, rescue Kimberly,

and save the earth. All in a day's

work for a superhero, right?

Shanghai:
Triple Threat
Warning: This game could be addictive. Shanghai: Triple TJireat is

four exciting Puzzle/Strategy games in one. Each game—Beijing, The
Great Wall, Golden Tile, and Classic Shanghai—utilizes mah-
jongg-style tiles. Shanghai: Triple Threat is easy to learn but intrigu-

ingly difficult to master—this is definitely next-generation strategy!

Waterworld
Inspired by Kevin Costner's spe-

cial-effects extravaganza, this beau-

tiful Action/Adventure takes place

on a postholocaust Earth. The po-

lar ice caps have melted, placing

mankind in a life-or-death battle

for precious commodities on the

open seas. Mariner, the hero, strug-

gles to protect the survivors'

makeshift cities

against pirates. Wa-

terworld takes advan-

tage of the Sega Sat-

urn's capabilities with

real-time renderings,

complex light sourcing,

and a truly dynamic

3-D texture-mapped

virtual ocean.
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Solar Eclipse
Solar Eclipse is a blazingly fast 3-D

Shooter for Sega Saturn. It's loaded

with full-motion video starring

Babylon 5's Claudia Christian. Fly

your ship through a target-rich,

3-D texture-mapped environment

while unleashing devastating fire-

power and skim through twisting

caverns at top speed with the preci-

sion-controlled Chase Plane

perspective.

Blazing Dragons
It's King Arthur's worst nightmare.

Monty Python's Terry Jones has

created a twisted graphical misad-

venture that pits wacky dragons

against bumbling humans in a se-

ries of offbeat quests spanning the

world of Camelhot.

3D Baseball
This MLBPA-licensed

baseball game stars 3-D

players, Crystal Dynam-
ics' proprietary Real Mo-
tion Control motion-cap.

ture technology, 3-D

stadiums, and the high-

octane commentary of

Van Earl Wright.

Off-world
Interceptor Extreme
Cockpit and chase cam views throw you facefirst into the driver's seat

for stomach-turning off-road mayhem. Customize your four-by-four

into the ultimate rolling wrecker and gun down the galaxies' toughest

criminals as you bounty-hunt your way to fame and fortune.

r«

iff
a.owes
REMAINING

;"" CONTINUE:

', \. yes no

The Horde
In this fast-paced and wild game of

action and strategy, you defend your

growing village against the onslaught

of funny

creatures who
are intent on
eating ab-

solutely

everything.
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GEX
The digitized voice of Dana

Gould, headliner of his own
HBO comedy special, brings

rapid-fire wisecracks and one-

liners to this game's 3-D

gecko action. Hand-rendered

backgrounds, 450 frames of

animation, and CD-quality

sound boost realism to eye-

popping levels.

Double Switch
In this challenging cine-

matic mystery game,

you control the action

in a mansion wired with

secret cameras and hid-

den traps. The game
features more than 20

characters in seven lo-

cations. It's up to you

to determine who is

good and evil and

solve the mystery of

the mansion. Don't

take anyone for

granted, though. They

don't call it Double

Switch for nothing.

Corpse Killer:
Graveyard Edition
Corpse Killer: Graveyard

Edition has more fea-

tures, game play, and

zombies than you can

shake a ju-ju stick at.

This gorgeous new ver-

sion of the Sega CD
hit plunks you down
onCayNoir, where a

mad doctor is plot-

ting to unleash an

army of zombies. I

You've been bitten

by one of them, the

deranged doc has the

antidote, and the sec-

onds are ticking away.

Tough, gory shooting is

your only hope. To keep

you going, Corpse Killer

gives you full-screen

bleeding zombies and

plenty of challenging

battles with the walking

undead. Life is good.

Supreme Warrior
All the secrets of a supreme warrior are yours—if you have the inge-

nuity to learn them. This full-motion-video hit brings the action

and lore of martial arts to Sega Saturn. You're a kung fu fighter up

against corrupt warlords and their big bruiser bodyguards in ancient

China. The ringleader of them all is Fang Tu, who holds the power

of the mask that will restore order in your land. Defeat him, and

you'll truly live up to the title of this game. Supreme Warrior packs

loads of special moves, stunning graphics, and a trio of warlords

named Earth, Wind, and Fire. What more could you ask?

Prize Fighter
Prize Fighter's down-and-dirty, ultragritty

boxing action is gonna knock you out

cold. No punches pulled here. This radi-

cally enhanced version of the Sega CD
classic brings you new interface options,

tons of punches, and interactive game
play that'll keep you on your feet—if

you're lucky.
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that will become your world.
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rfmal itage, which tore up the arcades with some of the fastest, most frenzied Fighting that gamers had seen, has come home. Now you

can wage prehistoric combat on almost every Sega system—on your Genesis 32X, courtesy of Sega, and on your Sega Saturn, Genesis,

and Game Gear, courtesy of Time Warner Interactive, Arcade fighters swore by the game's furious speed, fluid stop-motion animation,

and gore-splattered action. The home ports deliver the goods on all these counts. The Sega Saturn, Genesis 32X, and Genesis versions also

pack in all seven arcade characters, with 70 moves, 8 special moves, and 3 gruesome fatalities each. No matter what system you favor, the

terror and fury of Primal Rage are now yours.

mmw wuutum

As always, the Genesis 32X
game gives you enhance-

ments in color palette, sprite

size, and sound over the Gen-

: esis version. Here's what else

;

Sega's 32X game offers:

> • Apocalyptic background
: story

j

• End story for each dinosaur

• Higher animation frame
count

• Varying blood viscosity

• Up to ten humans onscreen

instead of six

• Animation for shadows
and dust

• Full background animation

WhatY&ytfit

i
It's no surprise that the Sega

! Saturn port comes the closest

|
to the arcade Primal Rage. At

press time, the game was not

complete, but here's what the

I

folks at Time Warner Interac-

i tive say you can expect:

j No Cheese flag to protest

I
cheap combos

J

• Hidden sports games: vol-

| leyball, bowling with human
I pins, and skydiving cows

• 3-D sound

j
• Human cheers

• Human-munching bonus

j round

• Two-player tug-of-war and

endurance games not in

arcade version
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Adaptation Equals Evolution

The most striking success of the Primal Rage Genesis port is its furious pace. The smooth controls make for speed that puts several other Fighters

{which will remain nameless) to shame. Time Warner Interactive has carried over the intuitive four-button control system from the arcade—you

punch with the upper buttons and kick with the lower—which makes the most intricate combos downright instinctive.

.All the celebrated special moves are here, from Vertigo's ankle-dragging Come Slither to Chaos's noxious Fart of Fury. (What would a vid

game be without a little sophomoric humor?) Other arcade elements that have made their way into some or all of the home translations are

humans who worship you {they also make an excellent meal if you're in the mood for psychological warfare); berserk mode, which gives you a

jolt of outrageous strength and resilience when your energy is low; decreasing damage for combo repetitions to prevent cheap victories; and

throw-damage control—it takes six throws to kill off an opponent. All these features combine to reward complicated strategies and inventive

play, discourage mindless repetition, and in general make the game a ferocious challenge.

For even more arcade features in Sega's Genesis 32X game and Time Warner Interactive's Sega Saturn version, see the "What You Get"

boxes on the facing page. But don't give short shrift to Time Warner Interactive's Game Gear version. It's a first-class Fighter in its own right-

see "Dino Dogging on the Go" on page 41.



Anatomy af * Marauder

ore Genesis Maneuvers

Armadon's Iron Maiden Press

Low Quick and High Fierce with

Away, Up, then Toward.

Blizzard's Fake Mega Punch

Simultaneously press High and

Low Quick with Down, then Up.

Chaos's Flying Butt Slam
Press High and Low Fierce

with Down, Toward, Up,

then Down/Toward.

Diablo's Pulverizer

Press High Quick and

Low Fierce with Up,

Toward, then Down.

Sauron's Neck
Throw Get in close and

press High and Low Fierce with

Toward, then Away.

Talon's Accelerated Run
Press High and Low Quick with

the desired direction.

Vertigo's Come Slither

Press High and Low Quick

with Away, then Away again,

If you're looking at our screen shots and prone to nitpicking, you

might well ask how dinosaurs made their way to a skyscraper-

littered metropolis or a blue-pillared Parthenon knockoff.

Well, the Primal combatants aren't dinosaurs in the strictest

sense. To increase each character's speed (and to differentiate

punches and kicks), animation director Jason Leong stood them
all on their hind legs. And to maximize the creatures' righting

powers and ferocious appearances, he combined dinosaur and

reptile attributes at whim.

The dinosaurs in Primal Rage look so realistic because they're

derived from three-dimensional models. Time Warner Interactive

animation directorJason Leong created detailed concept drawings,
w then turned them over to Dan Piatt, who drew upon years of ex-

perience animating movie monsters to transform the sketches into

fully realized clay models. These puppets were airbrushed with intri-

cate patterns in bright colors and adorned with hair, nails, and teeth.

S ^a Inside each model is an independently runctioning skeleton, com-

plete with joints at the limbs, tail, neck, and head.

The animators brought their models to life using stop-motion

photography. The jointed internal framework is what allowed the

Primal team to manipulate the figures into a succession of subtly dif-

ferent poses for each move. Around 100 frames of animation were

shot for each of every single character's moves. The resulting move-

ment is much more fluid than what the stop-motion techniques of

old black-and-white monster movies like King Kong

could produce.

Diablo

Send 'em some fire and brimstone

with the Hotfoot attack. Press High

and Low Fierce with Up/Away, the"

Down/Toward.kj A A i

40

Incinerate anything near you with an

Inferno Flash. Press Low Quick, High

and Low Fierce, and Up.

w w 1* www~^r
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The Primeval Port of Choice
Ifyou know the arcade game, you'll appreciate how faithful the

graphics, action, and general feel of the game are on the various

home ports. Newcomers to this Fighter (are there any of you out

there?) will marvel at the intricate game

play and sure con-

trols. The Primal

s home ports

have earned their

place alongside

the arcade original

in the pantheon of

Fighters.

febulous fakes

A successful feint fools your opponent into thinking he knows
your next move. When he falls for the setup, you move in for the

kill. Here are a couple of deceptive strategies to get you started:

Amazon's best fakeT&oThVouT

Biinkim that™,.'... -J...? "'
,

—-^(fTrewiroppoiteirt "PPonent will probably jumn i„

""

SM0 ballart* «»"
. I

1"""!"' «»<*»>'* about to brow
10to laro*"»l"™ ,,Wp|e-t.it a projectile. Foii„w „„ JJ,™

™»

Quick1
A freeze Breaft '2™1

JfVon*. ?"" "w Rerce with lowSrH, Down
ooponentioraw^™^ „d Away, thai, Up,

Press H.5* «"*«*•Se„ Towanl.

Pino hogging on tk« l»o

Time Warner Interactive's Game Gear version is one of the best

8-bit arcade ports we've seen. It stars six of the original eight

creatures, each with 1 6 moves. The sprite size and character

detail are impressive. Check out these moves, and keep in

mind that these screens don't do justice to the fluid animation.

Armadon's Iron Maiden

Employ this ancient instrument of

torture by pressing Buttons 1 ant) 2

with Up, then Toward.

Blizzard's Throw

Diablo's Fireball

To exhale this speedy projectile,

press Buttons 1 and 2 with Down,

then Toward.

Sauron's Stun Roar

Glue 'em the old heave-ho by

pressing Buttons 1 and 2 with

Toward, Down, Away, then Up.

Chaos's Battering Ram

Your mouth is a stun gun when you

press Buttons 1 and 2 with Away,

then Toward.

Talon's Face Ripper

Exit, stage right! Press Buttons 1

and 2 while tapping Toward twice.

Sega visions • Sepietn&er 1995

You'll taste your opponent's fear

when you press Buttons 1 and 2

with Up, then Down.



MING THE
Sega Visions has inside in- ^| ITI I^T nf"*
formation about one of "
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tive divisions of Sega:.
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We've worked closely «_.. . _ .. __ _
with these folks, we've Aril
seen their stuff, and we're I JJf* /iTl I
gonna tell you every-

: } | U» f 11 lw<
thing! We're talking wmmmmammmmmmmmmmmm^^m^^^

about Sega Enterprises

inc. (USA), known throughout the industry simply as Sega USA, the

builder of the coolest, most action-packed, adrenaline-pumping

games in the family-entertainment-center industry.

Those of you who've been to a family entertainment center

(arcades, in common parlance), are no doubt familiar with the awe-

some work of Sega USA. Credited with such colossal arcade hits as

Virtua Fighter 1 and 2, Virtua Cop, Virtua Racing, Samurai Shodown 1

and 2, Daytona USA, and Super Afterburner, Sega USA continues to set

new standards.

According to Al Stone, president of Sega USA, arcade amuse-

ment technology is advancing at a geometric rate: "Soon 3-D-poly-

gon texture-mapped systems will triple in power, providing experi-

ences that will be difficult to distinguish from reality. We are going

to have more new games with higher technology than they've ever

seen. They'll be, quite simply, stunning."

As a matter of fact, the realism is stupefying. "It's blowing us

away, " says Stone. "Take Virtua Fighter 2, for instance—an awesome

display of technology. The more you play it, the more you learn, the

more you want to play it. Or look at Sega Rally. It makes you think,

Games aren't supposed to look this real, are they? At a whopping

300,000 polygons per second, Sega Rally literally leaves the competi-

tion in the dust (or rather, collecting dust). The massive polygon-

handling capabilities translate to seamless texture-mapping detail—

the background scenery is nothing short of a work of art. Then

there's Virtua Striker. We're extremely proud of this game. Virtua

Striker was rigorously R-and-D'd, and the result is evident: The

player's moves are absolutely as authentic as they come. Remember

that as mind-blowing as the technology is today, it will continue to

improve. I guarantee it won't be long before we're making 1-mil-

lion-polygon-per-second games."

The excitement of daring escape by railcar, nonstop 3-D shooting action, and

a triple-axis motion system keep Rail Chase II players coming back for more

breathtaking thrills.

Titan T£cunology Translates to

$€n5atidnal s£ga saturn gam£s

Titan is Sega's proprietary coin-op technology in the form of a

hardware system board. It enables arcade-center operators to

interchange the boards of various games that use the same
cabinet. It's especially great news for small (and large) busi-

ness operators because it means that games are more eco-

nomical and easy to acquire. To players, it ensures that siz-

zling arcade titles will be more accessible-you'll see them not

just at high-end game centers but also at the street level, like

at small mom-and-pop pizza parlors. Virtua Fighter Remix
and Golden Axe: The Duel are just two of the incredibly hot

titles available for Titan.

But what does Titan mean to my home system, you ask?

Exceptional games! Because Titan technology is so closely re-

lated to the technology in the Sega Saturn, it means that tried-

and-true megahit titles can (and will) be converted to the Sega
Saturn-at record speed. Which, we'd like to remind you, is

why buying a Sega Saturn means buying into a proven hit-

after-hit coin-op factory.

Soccer maniacs, check it out: Virtua Striker® the most realistic, thrilling

soccer game available.

l
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Massive polygon-handling capabilities in Sega Rally translate to seamless

texture-mapping detail that takes you to the track like no other simulator.
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Coo! Riders is an adrenaline-pumping, hang-on-to-your-handlebars game that

offers real-time motocross thrills.

Tueme Parks
They're "mind-bending, head-altering family entertainment

facilities," in the words of director of site development David

Wilhoyte. "They're more than just game centers. Much of the

technology used in Sega's high-tech theme parks is propri-

etary. In other words, you won't see it anywhere else except

at a Sega park. Unlike visitors of other theme parks, visitors

to Sega parks actually participate in the experiences by inter-

acting with the attractions. Our aim is to change the nature of

the amusement industry, to mix high technology and theme-

park-ride experiences. We're committed to making certain

each center has great design. They're totally cool-the best

games and the best environment."

Theme-park fans, stay tuned. Sega Visions plans to

bring you an exclusive on Virtua Theme Parks in an upcoming
issue. If it's in the gaming future, you'll find it here in Visions.
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Daytona USA screeches into the arcades with sensational 3-D graphics that'll

have you navigating with your entire body.

'IT WON'T fl€ LONG fl€F0fl€ W€'fl£ MAKING

-MILLION-POLYGON-PEfl-SECOND GAMES?

-ALSTUNUflESIDENUEGAUSA
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Virtua Fighter2 easily KQs all the other arcade

Fighters with ultrarealistic 3-D character

movements, improved motion control, and

super texture-mapped graphics.
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TO GOOD Sega Saturn OUURERS

Wha? Huh? Oh. Excuse us while we pick our chins up off the

floor and rub the glaze from our game-blurred, bloodshot

eyes. You're not going to believe this one.

Follow the logic here. Virhia Fighter is a massive hit in the

arcades. The new Virtua Fighter 2 is even bigger and better. You got

the hot Sega Saturn version of Virtua Fighter with your ultimate new
home system. Virtua Fighter 2 is coming soon to a Sega Saturn near

you. But waiting really rots, doesn't it? What if there were some-

thing in between the two versions, ready for you to get your twitch-

ing hands on now? Something with Virtua Fighter 2-style texture
.

mapping and Gouraud shading, new ring surfaces, and bigger,

higher-resolution characters. Something that has the head-busting

play of Virtua Fighter. Would you call the game Virtua Fighter 1.5?

Good guess. That's exactly what Sega's internal code name was, but

no. In short, to you, the gaming public, it's something called Virtua

Fighter Remix for your Sega Saturn. This title gives you the most

amazing-looking Fighting game of all time, melded with the finest

action available on any home system. How's that for a combina-

tion? Whatever you call it, this one is the deal.
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Get**!
Virtua Fighter Remix

Free!
Gratis. Free. Complimentary. Price-

less. No charge. Yours for nada.

You pay zilch. All you have to do is

purchase a Sega Saturn between May 1 1 and
September 30, 1995, call the number below, and

clearly state your serial number. (No cheating. We'll

catch you.) So wait, you say, what's the catch here?

Sorry folks. There's no hook. Even shipping and
handling are free. We ask only that you show this

all-that-and-a-night-on-the-town, texture-mapped-

Gouraud-shaded-king-of-the-hill Fighter to your

poor slob friends who don't own a Sega Saturn.

What do you do if you've got to have Virtua

Fighter Remix but you don't yet own a Sega Saturn?

We could say tough cookies, but we won't. Just buy

a Sega Saturn by September 30, and call in. The
game is yours. Simple: Own a Sega Saturn, get a

free copy of Virtua Fighter Remix. Ain't life grand?

Recap

• Buy a Sega Saturn between
May 11 and September 30, 1995.

• Look at the back of your Sega Saturn.

• Find the digits in the silver rectangle next to the

words Serial No. This would be your serial number.
Big surprise.

• Write it down on a scrap.

• Carry the scrap to the phone.

• DiaM-800-SEE-SATURN.
(We know it's a lot of characters. Do it anyway.)

• Wait for someone to answer the phone on the

other end.

• Say, "Hello, nice operator person. May I order my
free copy of Virtua Fighter Remix?"

/Answer the nice operator person's questions,

say thank you, and hang up.

• Wait impatiently for four to six weeks, checking

your mail daily, crying at the post office, and
generally acting like a gamer in the throes of

severe need.

• Finally receive your FREE
of Virtua Fighter Remix.

• Dance around your room.

• Play this kicking game.
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Three years ago, Sega revolutionized video games wit

starsahumminffhirriwhnii^K •

ulc genesis szx. Kohbn

to combat „ 1 1 ™
beenS™1 extraordinary powers

of the 32X to brine it to life ™ «
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BmM' "•"•»* in small pacBaoes

ies comes awareness. Koliorimust

ioumey across the planet and into

toe dark recesses of the animal

world in search of the black crystal

At first, the mutations
drive

insects like bees and hor-

nets to attack. But the farther Koli

the more dangerous the mute-

stinging rnseus hm. ">-*... ~~- ---

attack. But the farther Kolihn

goes the more dangerous the mute-

creature whose heartbeat can

be measured in thou-

sandths of a second save

the world? Kolibri has all

the tools to battle the mu-

tations of the malignant

Q menace. Take control of

Kolibri and experience the wonders

of flying in inner space.
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Enforcers roam the city by the

thousands, watting to stop Spider-

Man from toppling the Spires. It's

rumored that the boxers in the

background were scanned from the

closet of one of Sega's top-execs.

JBMBHWll^ Everyone knows that when Si?
Spider-Man isn't swinging

j^j around the rooftops nabbing^^ creeps and criminals, he's 'jP
taking pictures for the Daily

Bugle under the guise of

Peter Parker. As the leading ^m
^ rag of this fair metropolis, the

Daily Bugle is where you first

read about the deadly web of

i, lasers and keep track of your^ progress through the game, ^b

m-

1 1

1

LAZER WEB APPEARS
ABOVE MANHATTAN

Web-crawler fans, rejoice: Spidey's next great adventure is

heading for the 32X faster than you can tie up a fly and
drain it dry! Spider-Man: Web ofFire is the latest, greatest

adventure for this favorite Sega superhero. Web ofFire pits Spider-

Man against the evil terrorist cabal HYDRA and the lethal laser web
it has placed over the Big Apple. The object is to find the three Gen-

erator Spires that create the web and shut them down, in the process

defeating the supervillains guarding them.

More Mores than Ever
Spider-Man has gained realism in his transition to 32X. Fifty Sew
fighting moves supplement his standard punches, lacks, and web-

bing. Spidey can now attack and sling webs while standing, attached

to the sides of buildings, and even upside-down. Web ofFire features

more than 14 levels, ranging from the city rooftops to the power
centers of the Generator Spires.

There is a time factor. As you battle your way to each Spire, the

laser web is slowly descending on the city, crushing everything in its

way. The Spires are guarded by Enforcers, supercharged mercenaries

hired by HYDRA to stop Spider-Man cold. You can jump in for

hand-to-hand battling, or fling a web from a distance and then close

in for the kill. With more radical camera angles and the realistic—of-

ten outrageous—battling and webbing, Spider-Man: Web ofFire is the

closest Spidey game to

the comic series yet. If

you're into catching

thieves just like flies, this

is just the game for you.

The underwater fort features giant

e to crush spiders.

Spider-Man can now hang and

punch upside-down. This is a major

pummeiing move.
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o you ever won-

der how Captain

Kirk and Captain

Picard got their start in

Star Fleet? Star Trek Star

Fleet Academy: Starship

Bridge Simulator for the

Genesis 32X answers

that burning question.

Consider this a Star Trek

captain's training

course—the whole en- What's a nice rarfu* iik<> ,™T^
chilada-crammed W^^EfiiZL** ""

into a single 32X cart.

Starship Bridge Simulator offers a wealth of play options, from class-

room training and starship battle simulators to actual command
scenarios based on such Star Trek movies as The Wrath ofKhan and

The Undiscovered Country or various episodes from the long-running

Star Trek TV series.

While training sequences cast

you as a cadet—your choice of

name and gender—you play as

Captain Kirk in the scenarios.

Training allows you to build your

skills at command and combat,

earning the respect of your peers.

Then it's on to the missions,

where your success translates into

rank increases within Star Fleet.

The Training Simulator allows you to

test your combat theories against all

types of star cruisers.

2&2S.

Star Fleet Academy offers many
avenues of training, which give you

the ability to command the Bridge of

a star cruiser under pressure.

niip
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!-CIgk rmd Ride
Every now and again you get the need for pure, unadulterated

combat—the desire to trash someone's heavy-duty armored

assault vehicle and ride away with a ton of points. T-Mek for

the Genesis 32X from Interplay scratches that itch with the barrel of

a proton laser attached to the chassis of a high-powered combat

hover-tank. Based on a side-by-side coin op, T-Mek is professional,

competitive armored combat at its best. You (or you and a second

player in a two-player game) enter a series of battle arenas to deter-

mine who is the best at hover-

M£pii

The resupply ships riding on blue

power beams restore shields and fire

up your special weapons.

tank blasting.

Hover-tank combat is fast

and fun. You have a radar that

shows color-coded blips of your

combatants and of the resupply

ships that hover in the battle

arena. Your fellow fighters have

imaginative names such as

Dweezil.and Zooot. They do their

best to blast down your shields

and deliver the telling blow before

the timed round ends.

In addition to shield recharges, you can get weapon power-ups

that increase the strength of your proton and laser blasters, giving

you the blast force to gut an opponent with only a few charges up

the engine intake. If

you're a deep-thoughts

kind of player, T-Mek

may be too rich for

your blood. But if you

like every iota of action

that the superpowered

32X can hammer your

way, T-Mek may be

just the thing to make

your blood boil a

little faster.
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e is running out for The Phantom...

And if you let the evil

forces of Maximum, Inc.

have their way,

it's lights out for Metropia!

~* - h J LAST AWAY YOUR ENEMIES
WITH 14 WEAPONS AND 5 ITEMS.

CONTROL TWO WEAPONS AT A
TIME FOR OVER 100 WEAPON
COMBINATIONS.

I

• DISCOVER TWENTY DIFFERENT

ENDINGS.

EXPLORE 60 FAST-PACED

ACTION LEVELS.

For more information on Phantom 2040 Video Gar
call 1-800-469-2539

ALSO AVAILABLE ON VIDEOCASSETTE
WHEREVER VIDEOS ARE SOLD

VIACOM.
newmSDIA,. J#
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\ ooking for an easy bet? We're betting you'll find that Sega's Virtiia Fighter for the Genesis 32X is the best cartridge version of a Fight-

ing game to date. It's packed solid with pure polygon action. You get all the characters and all the 700-plus moves of its arcade-

smash precursor, along with all the stages and impressive voice effects. In short, this bodacious backbreaker rules on your Genesis 32X. If

happiness is a quality Fighting game, this one borders on ecstasy.

So what's new? We're glad you asked. How about the chance to choose your camera angles? The 32X game packs four cameras: Origi-

nal, High, Bird's Eye, and Sky Cam. New views? Change your display from Normal to Squeeze to make the fighters taller, thinner, and closer

together. Smaller and larger rings? Yeah, baby. Fight in rings of five sizes, from 4 meters in diameter all the way up to 24. Do you get the

great music? Darned right. You'll enjoy your favorite arcade tunes fully resequenced for the Genesis 32X. New modes? Yes sir or ma'am (pick

one). In addition to Arcade, VS, and Ranking, try a Tournament mode that lets you and the schmuck of your choice take it up the line with a

complete pool of fighters. Want your bruiser to make a fashion statement? You can now change clothing colors for all the fearsome fighters.

Try Wolf in pink. He looks adorable. Really. > / l • Jivil/F'*'

Wta [Primer
Each of your fighters has a collection of similar basic moves. wA*'-*!

Before specializing with a particular character, learn the

ropes to become a better all-around ringmaster.

publish'
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simultaneously-

W.youa.efig'.t.Va'sAkiraandan

;pponem is on the deck, tap Up/Toward

nd B quickly for a jumping punch, or

„et in very dose and hit Down and B
quickly for a smash.
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ptomim
As Virtua Fighter for the Genesis 32X arrives on the scene, it stands alone. Unlike any

other cartridge-based Fighting title, this game totally focuses on strategy and realism. It

has no blood, no guts, no fatality moves, no super-duper game-ending attacks, and no

flat 2-D backgrounds. With eight 3-D fighters built entirely of polygons rather than

uniform 2-D images, this game gives players far more fluid motion, genuine action, and

authentic martial-arts techniques than all of the other beat-'em-ups combined. Virtua

Fighter also gives gamers the strategic edge by allowing them more than one way to win.

Yes, you can take the match by deplet-

ing your opponent's energy bar, but

you can also become victor by clearing

the enemy out of the ring. With more

than 700 moves for the fighters, the

game achieves heavy-

weight status.

It's this kind of depth

and strategic completeness

that makes Virtua Fighter

the heavy hitter it has been

in the arcades and contin-

ues to be on the Sega Sat-

urn and Genesis 32X. We
can only hope that Virtua

Fighter wanna-bes manage

to include a few of the fea-

tures that make the original

so much fun.

Press Button A while

crouching to defend

against low attacks.

This pushes you back

but keeps you safe from

most low and standing

attacks. Most jump

attacks, however, and

all attacks from behind

will hit you.

A When you're on the deck, you can use two

defensive kicks against an oncoming opponent.

The first is a rising heei kick: Just kick while on

the deck. For the second, press Down while tapping kick for

a rising sweep.
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Now you can get your hands on everything you could possibly need to prepare yourself

for the arrival of Virtua Fighter for the Genesis 32X. Sensibly called the Training Pack, this

box of goodies is just the ticket for the Virtua Fighter in training. Even better, it's out

there at your local retailer in advance of the cart so that you'll be ready when the big

day comes. Priced at an exceedingly reasonable $9.99, the Training Pack puts quite a

pile of righteous (some might even say hecka) stuff right where it belongs: in your fist.

Here's the goods:

• A 100 percent cotton T-shirt that any Virtua Fighter would be proud to wear.

• A Virtua Fighter training video that gives you all the moves that'll make you a

winner. (We're talking about in the game. You'll have to figure out your own
method for reaching winner status in life.)

• A coupon that gives the price-conscious gamer a choice of $20 off any game cart

you choose or, even better, $40 off a brand-new, stoked, twin-32-bit RISC-

processor-powered Genesis 32X.

• The chance to walk away with the grand prize in the sweepstakes to end all

sweepstakes: Two lucky human beings will end up owning a brand-new, big,

beautiful, Virtua Fighter arcade unit. This alone makes everything else pale in

comparison. When you have a Virtua Fighter arcade unit, you have it all. Just

imagine.
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Chat with all the good guys you pass. Sometimes

they give you items when you revisit them.

Action/Adventure Busts Loose on 32X
xcuse us

;
please. We must apologize in advance for our lan-

guage—there's just no other way to state it. Ready? Here

goes. Blackthome kicks ass. Whew. There. It's said. It had to

be done and we were just the folks to do it. If you've got a problem

with this, blame Sega. It's that company's fault for programming the

incredible Genesis 32X version of this best-selling game. The truth is,

we seriously doubt that many of you are going to complain that this

game is just too good. We expect you'll bear it in silence. Well, si-

lence may not be the right word in this case, because that's the last

thing that's going to be happening in your living room when you
your hands on this one. Got it? Good.Bi At this point, your honor, we throw ourselves on the mercy of the

] IMl \ | f
court. If the preceding paragraph seemed over-the-top, it was for

|
By ^^v. ~fA g°°d reason. Here are the facts. Previous versions of this game were

ly ' W ; Wmi smash hits on both the PC and that poky 16-bit system from Nin-

t JBf : tendon't. Even those versions were a big step forward in the vein of

$% Flashback and Prince ofPersia. Those that have played the earlier ren-

litions certainly haven't played 'em like this.

For starters, you get a whole new multilevel region to shoot and

puzzle your way through. With the addition of the Snow World,

Blackthome now has a total of 21 huge levels. Sega

i^m has made all the characters—including Kyle

Blackthome, his friends, and enemies—much less

cartoony by fully rendering them as three-dimen-

sional sprites. Their realistic movements and ac-

tions are as impressive looking as they are techni-

cally spectacular. The programmers have made
major graphical revisions to each of the levels (up

to the capabilities of the Genesis 32X), from the

backgrounds to the objects along Kyle's path. The

Tree World now looks like a vast old-growth forest.

This version features an astounding 32,000-color

palette. The music and sound effects make fine use

of the Genesis 32X's outstanding sound capabili-

ties. You'll marvel at the enemy's laughter when
you take a hit and at the click-click of a shell slot-

ting into your shotgun's chamber. Did we mention

gore? You now spray the walls with gray matter

and vital fluids when you get close enough for a head shot. Joy.

The game play itself is peerless. You'll come darned close to losing your mind while searching out

the items that get you through each of the mazes. Look for levitation units to get you to higher regions,

bridge keys to create energy crossings, hover bombs to open locked entryways, better blunderbusses,

guided explosives called wasps to take out power plants, and liquid energy potion from the seer! Scout

out tons of hidden areas, switches, and keys while you blast, run, and leap through each deadly region.

You'll rely heavily on the password save—Kyle gives up the ghost regularly. Blackthorne's a keeper. It's a

serious kick in the pants.

Timing is key. Avoid the shots, and blast the

purple guy when the force field is off.
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Sometimes these metal plates open a path. Othe

times they activate a weapon that takes a fair

number of hits to stop.

Kyle shoots backward when his gun is drawn and

you hit Button C.

Only a very foolish and trusting hero believes in

the structural integrity of fa

"

HOT HINTS
• It's worth risking life and

limb to drop into crevasses

to search for items.

•* Check the walls for open-

ings. You'll find only a few

of them, but they're worth

the search,

• Don't bother to be miserly

with the items in your inven-

tory. You can't take them

with you to the next level.

• Search behind waterfalls

for doorways.

• To take out the purple ene-

mies, crouch and roli into

their vicinity, shoot a couple

of times, then roll back out

and do it again.

• Use your friends as shields.

• It's not nice to kill your pals,

but there's no penalty. Be

aware that some of them

shoot back.

Either fire-bomb these carnivorous plants or take

your hits from one of them and blast the rest with

your shootin' iron.

Venture past these glass pillars, and they become

rock monsters.

You can wait to see if your compatriots take out

enemies before taking them on yourself.

Didn't your mommy teach you? It's not nice to kill your friends. Find this hidden area to catch up with some seriously lost

Vikings and collect some goods.
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Bolster your standing by swinging at

the other contenders.

The winner takes an aerial-view

victory lap. The !oser goes up

in smoke.

^ili^

Age bikers tear ontc .

• op '.stridge t

oology around in U.S. Gold's BC Racers for Genesis 32X. Ik

hides, courses, and contestants are dowriright primitive, bit

.32X's horsepower and 32,000-color palette make for a highly
:

evolved game. With large sprites, respectable speed, crisp split-so

ics even in two-player mode, and comical animations, this

surpasses its Sega CD ancestor. Throw in an Elvis look-all!

Oth-clad onlookers, sidecar passengers who attack competi

primitive rauscleman or two, and you get a truly nutsoid
|j

:en Road Rash and the Flintstones.

choose from six pairs of Neanderthal bikers, each with dittos

ratings and attack moves, like lethal hand-jives and ear-spl

'ells. The 32 courses range horn a prehistoric suburbia, complete

e-tamily caves and idiot neighbors just waiting to get nth ovi

to a bone-shaped graveyard course littered with coffins and torn

stones. The bikes are pretty easy to steer, but in; the harder modi!

pur opponents b

more twists and turns, and ohst-.v mboleco

and clods of dirt cxopu' i

f oi toi maxirhu

fun,: take on the ; :o ,;:,
: i, choice. Satisfy a pri

urgeby braining a live opponent's racer with a king-sia

-bone.- You'll even get extra points. We only,wish the g

included weapon power-ups in the R&cid Rash vein.

In ah uncivilized setting like this,- you can play fas!

loose with; the rules. Cut corners and ignore the Ixffdei

--the track. Plow into an off-road pond to propel yourb

' into: the air: Beat your opponents to a nitro power-tip a

leave 'em in the dust. Youcan finish anywhere but last-

advance to the next heat.

As you may ha gath l tsts not a serio'

race cart. But if you crave wacko characters,: oddball sj$

'gags, and addictive two-player ae;

lion, take this loonv cart out for--!

On the night course, you rely on your

primeval bike lights for visibility.

Cut the corners. Penalties haven't

been invented yet.

Take on a second p

or compete split-screen with the

whole pack of cave racers.

IW choose

"'-""I' for Sh0rtcuts,

"*»'<** Bob are-si

"""SbWartacfe.

''For maximum
Qrante and Tina

S*cf screen""
5"^^ an'tmb^ sblgnnish

every-
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J2X VERSION DE

INCREDIBLE COLORS,

ORE LEVELS,

AND BETTER SOUND

hirteen years after its first incarnation, Pitfall

is still breaking records and keeping gamers

swinging. The newest title in this hit series

jumps onto the Genesis 32X from Activision. Pit-

fall: The Mayan Adventure offers three more worlds

than any previous cartridge version, gives Action/

Adventurers a much more realistic 256 colors, and
features the sounds of South American jungles in

terrific stereo. Pitfall Harry Jr. is climbing, leaping,

and boomeranging his way through a jungle ad-

venture to be reckoned with.

Not to say that the Genesis version of this game wasn't fantastic. It

was, but the difference between a single 16-bit processor

and the 32X's speed-demon twin 32-bit RISC hummers is

enormous. The added detail is amazing. Where Harry Jr.'s

face was previously a blur, you now see nearly every facial

nuance. The backgrounds leap off the screen. Kroyer Films'

classically rendered animations look even closer to an old-

time hand-drawn Saturday-morning cartoon. Add the addi-

tional levels (for a total of 13), and Pitfall: Tire Mayan Adven-

ture for the Genesis 32X is better, bigger, and beautiful, buster.

Sometimes life just bites. The crocs in the new
Jaina Falls level are apt to be a bit peckish.

*the ti^^eme,,/* A, B, U?-
c '

.. ,sO™ o* «rt-
futt

c°
v °f weapon*^'

A static screen doesn't do justice to the spiky ball

in the foreground, ft scales in and out as it rotates.

^origin**
6 * <>f Pitfall is V>»rie

° *°°.

<P „V*dde"«. rrt.ey'tthe,P
"^ch fot *Vt»er>us rounds-^

yotttf* .

***

'oilcan'**
6* * «se Harry J*-

8 *"•

** •Four**** .

^gainst a* _

Tarzan's got nothing on Harry Jr.
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"an offer him an adjustment.
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Erase your way into hidden areas.

ffpppOT

jjgpkjtero^

attacking'
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ndits say that pencil and paper are going the way of horse-

'drawn buggies and mainframe computers. Those pundits

haven't played Wild Woody, a multimedia marvel from S

for your Sega CD. The game's use of multiple animation techniques

makes for character movement so smooth and so realistic, you'll for-

that the hero is a pencil. Throw in crisp (and extremely weird),

digitized speech and some truly innovative game play, and Wild

Woody will have you sketching your way out of scrapes, traps, and

puzzles for hours on end.

The plot revolves around a disassembled totem pole

that looks to a smart-aleck pencil to put it back together

again. (Hey, we don't make this stuff up.) That pencil's

name is...ahem...Woody. (Really, we don't.) At the totem

pole's behest, Woody ventures through five multilevel

worlds, using his scribbling talents and unique anatomy

to foil pirates, Greco-Roman nasties, and malevolent

monks, among other foes, Woody's squishy but powerful

eraser derriere expunges enemies and busts down barriers.

When he's really desperate, Woody opens his sketchbook

and summons one of his drawings to make short work of a sticky sit-

uation. The wide variety of Woody's artwork and the uses he finds

for them make the game as wild as its title.

motion-capture magnificence
A game that stars a pencil and his drawings puts new emphasis on
graphics and animation. So it's appropriate that the motion-capture

animation in the introductions and cut-scenes is so extraordinary.

With this technology, a computer records the movements of a hu-

man stand-in, then translates the results into the character's actions

SeplemDer 1995



The slime in the treasure caves can throw you off balance, but it

can also give you a boost with a well-timed leap.

A fetching mermaid reduces the fiercest pirates to googly-eyed

fools. You'll find her in your sketchbook.

for an extremely close simulation. Motion capture is usually used for

animating human characters, like athletes, but when it brings a

wacko creation like Woody to life, the result is a fantasy pro-

tagonist with unnervingly lifelike movement.

Animators Flip ouerMy
For the game itself, the animators relied on the old Walt

Disney Studio's technique of drawing on specially

punched paper and flipping through the drawings to

create fluid animations. First the artists drew the key

frames—the most-extensive movements the character

would make. Then they drew the in-between frames, all the'

while flipping back and forth through the pages until the charac-

ter moved smoothly. The drawings

were then inked and scanned into a

computer, where they were colored

and cleaned up. Thanks to this tried-

and-true animation technique,

you'll find that the characters in

Wild Woody move like those in your

favorite cartoons.

When the graphics are this good

and the game play is this strangely

compelling, the result is a truly addic-

tive game. Any fans of drawing and
animation should pencil in Wild

Woody on their lists of cool games to

check out.

^MMMMgi*H

Rub out your enemies with your soft, lethal pink

eraser butt.
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MYSTY
Mountain
Breakdown
MYST HITS THE SEGA CD

Say
Myst, and most gamers immediately think of the distinctive

logo and clever puzzle solving of this popular graphical adven-

ture. Uyst, an international best-seller on the PC CD, is now
coming to the most popular video game systems: the Sega CD and

Sega Saturn. Count on the same mind-bending puzzles and the

same grand quests and adventures as you travel through time trying

to discover the secrets of Myst Island.

PARADISE LOST
The focal point of the game is Myst Island, the creation of an

inventor named Atrus. He once specialized in making other-

worldly books that transported people to different Ages of the

island via moving pictures. It is such a book that has brought you

there. Poke around, and you quickly discover that the books in the

library have been burned, trapping Atrus and his sons, Sirrus and

Achenar, in different Ages.

Only a few books remain intact. They are filled with fascinat-

ing—and clue-laden-—details of Atrus's adventures in the Ages. One

son each is trapped in the Blue and the Red book. Each asks you to

find pages and put them in their respective books. This is the begin-

ning of your adventure.

Wandering around Myst Island, you discover buildings with

many different purposes. Many appear in various stages of transition

throughout the Ages. The key to

traveling the Ages is the mysteri-

ous spaceship on the pad outside

the library.

With all the hoopla about

supercomputers and gaming,

Myst is a wake-up call to gamers

who think that there are no new
good games for the Sega CD. This

is but the first of a new genera-

tion. You owe it to yourself to

take Myst for a spin.

In the library, place the Red and Blue

Acclaim Ships Myst on
Sega Saturn

In the May issue of Sega
Visions, we reported that

Myst was coming to the Sega
Saturn as well. Since then,

Acclaim has picked up this

hot title, which will be ship-

ping shortly. Myst on Sega
Saturn is as close to the

real thing as you can get

without shelling out $2,500

for a high-speed multimedia

computer.

The graphics and sound
are first-rate. Shifting the

interface from mouse to

control pad gives the game
a new, comfortable feel. If

anyone has been holding out

on a Sega Saturn purchase, Myst will prove just how
good this new gaming platform really is.

HOT H I It I S

• Once you've read the note to

Catherine, bring up the island dis-

play on the Imager and count the

switches. Then enter the number

to get the full secret message.

• Each Age contains one Red and

one Blue page. You must bring

each back, but you can carry only

one at a time.

• The sons become easier to

understand as you find pages

for their books.

• If you find yourself not trusting

the sons, there's most likely a

good reason,
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Cut tO the Chase! Play as Wile E. Coyote

to get your paws on Road Runner or turn the

tables and play as Road Runner for a completely

different game! It's two games in one!

Beep! Beep! Cartoon-like graphics

and leads of zany sound effects

put you right in the wacky Acme action!

Railroad 'emi Ride the rails in your

Rocket Skates and catch-up with Road Runner

to rake in a jackpot of Acme Saving Stamps!

i..
'

:
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nteractive movies haven't exactly taken theater audiences by storm. The interactivity and plot are

I

usually minimal. Sega's Wirehead for Sega CD radically brightens the picture for home gamers. You

direct this live-action Adventure from start to finish, puzzling Wirehead's way out of Old West brawls,

jet-ski chases, and other outrageous scenarios. The choices you make determine whether you survive or

get shut down by grim-looking G-men. Shortcuts, red herrings, and alternate routes all figure into the

game. Your decisions require brainwork and a good measure of luck.

.0M?UTE!& m THE Dim
So why's the hero called Wirehead? A freak accident has left Ned Hubbard, mild-

mannered father and ordinary working guy, with a wireless controller implanted in

his brain. The FBI's after him, and it's up to you to seize the controls and extricate

him from scrape after scrape. Car explosions, submachine-gun shootouts, and con-

frontations with wild grizzlies are all part of the narrative. Choose his path wisely,

and Wirehead escapes to face another puzzling predicament. Should he raft down a

waterfall, jump right for shore, or dive down into the rapids? Pick the wrong direc-

tion, and he goes offline. Take too long deciding, and your screen fades to static.

The game play far exceeds that of any Action/Reaction title to date. Instead

of simply featuring the traditional three wrong directions and one

correct path, some decision points lead to a variety of story lines

and misadventures depending on your choice. Shortcuts reward

crafty gamers. And the occasional roadhouse fisticuffs require kick-

ing and punching as well as searching out (relatively) safe routes.

^^^^ t

Wirehead contains nearly an
i j^tmmm^ hour and a half of live-action

I video. The game also boasts some
H

of the fastest interaction in cine-

matic video games. Playing it is

like directing and starring in your

p own movie. If you've always

L "
" \ Mhfc l^O wanted to mastermind a thriller

:~'v3nll flick, you owe it to yourself to

This siren approaches you on the check out Wirehead.

plane. Join her in the bathroom, and

you're finished.
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Hiro and Ruby are both linked to

Lunar's survival.

The Blue Spire is one of many towers

and dungeons you must explore to

beat the game.

- -J «

Lucia is much more than she appears

to be. Her initial magic allows you to

whup big monsters easily. Use it to

build experience while you can. She

loses it soon after joining your parly.

Lucia wit) implore you to help her find

the goddess Altbena. But others in the

goddess's employ, like Buke Leo, think

Lucia is the fabled Destroyer. So to

help the goddess, you must oppose

these who support her. We didn't say

it would be easy.

Lunar: Eternal Blue Rocks the Sega CD
Feeling blue because it's been a while since you played a good

RPG on your Sega CD? Working Designs has a cure for you

in Lunar: Eternal Blue, the sequel to last year's award-winning

Lunar: Tfie Silver Star. Eternal Blue reaches 1,000 years forward into the

world of Lunar and carries you on a series of epic adventures to rescue

the goddess Althena from the evil Zophar. The disc features ail the

game play and AI features that made the first game a hit, along with

50 minutes of animated illustration, new monsters, and more than

one and a half hours of recorded dialogue.

Few game developers have mastered the RPG on Sega CD as well as Working Designs. This small Red-

ding, California, game company has earned a heavy rep for finding top-rate Japanese RPGs and redesign-

ing them for American gamers. In-house facilities include a complete voice and Foley recording studio

and a music studio with full MIDI output. The designers can even juggle the source code and add mater-

ial that didn't make it into the Japanese version. Often, the finished product bears as much resemblance

to the original game as an F-16 does to a glider.

Eternal Blue has the hallmarks of the series. The heroes

are an adventurous, boomerang-toting lad (named Hiro, of

course) and Ruby, a flying, catlike, smart-aleck pet that is

actually a baby dragon. A young girl named Lucia has

emerged from the crystal within the Blue Spire. The god-

dess Althena is nowhere to be found. The evil force that

first appeared in The Silver Star is racing you to find her.

You must unite Lucia and Althena, and battle your way
through the many quests that make up the adventure.

There are towns, villages, towers, and dungeons to explore.

Along the way you learn powerful spells, acquire mystical

weapons and armor, and make many friends who join and

sometimes abandon your party. You can save your

progress on a CD Backup RAM Cart.

While the anime, voice, music, and interface are well

above standard, we have to mention the squashy, three-quarter-view characters you control in between

animations. It's hard to reconcile the beautiful anime Lucia with the character who, once the cartoon

has ended, looks like a heavy-G dwarf riding a pogo stick. We realize that small sprites are the standard

for this game genre but hope that Working Designs will take a step ahead and create full-sized sprites—or

at least sprites scaled for proportion—as the company develops for the Sega Saturn.

In all, Lunar: Eternal Blue is,^^|^^a perfect choice for a

Sega CD RPG. It will provide JfU ^B^enough adventur-

ing and quality gaming to m^WW'l' get y°u in to the

holiday season, when the vi. m :\ Christmas crop

of new games will be the talk of
i\^JW { r the town.

Use each character's strengths accordingly. Hiro is

strong at battle. Old Gwen is much better at healing.

You can't control Ruby or Lucia.
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Dazzling comic-Boon

Graphics aifi Afitloo
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Michael Keaton made a pretty good Batman. Val Kilmer lias

a substantial cool quotient. But for immersive action that

really looks and feels like the classic animated TV iSeries,

Sega's The Adventures &fBatman & Robin for Genesis has no peer.

Artists from the award-winning animated show drew the'graphics

for the game. And Sega's pioneering Clockwork Turtle team created

gyrographic scaling and rotation previously considered an impossi-

bility for a 16-bit system. Throw in a partner in crime fighting and a

roster of lunatic villains headed up by Mr. Freeze,

and you've got an action-fest that's both gloriously

true to itsDC Comics origins and so technologi-

cally impressive that you'll feel the chill descend on

Gotham City.

For the first time in video game history, the Caped

Cmsader is joined by his sidekick, Robin. Both super-

heroes nurse deep psychological wounds, each hav-

ing seen his parents murdered by ambition-mad

thugs. So both are equally hell-bent on wiping out

Mr. Freeze and his megalomaniacal crew. You can

play as either character in a one-player game—each

half of the Dynamic Duo is equally strong—or team

up for some collaborative two-player crime blasting. When the two

of you battle together, you cover more ground.

fom :
l940,Detecti

«Com.csNo.38

Icombat Style: Acrobat

First super

,0ri9ina

"C!fJe^l.n«'micb00k



But don't get reckless. If Mi. Freeze and company knock
one of you out before the other, the survivor must press

onward alone.

Chili

Comic-book fanatics will relish the challenge to

Mr. Freeze and his notorious henchmen, the Joker, Two-

Face, and the Mad Hatter. Freeze has sprung his demented cronies

front the embarrassingly insecure Arkham Asylum; together they're

plotting to submerge Gotham City in ice. But before you can even

think about disabling Mr. Freeze's giant ice cannon, you must incin-

erate the Joker's grinning helicoptets at a gem expo (the clown

prince is after another kind of ice), down Two-Face's squadron in an

aerial shootout, and spoil die Mad Hatter's tea party by blowing

away his mechanized bunnies during a head-on force-scrolling

roller-coaster ride. And that ain't the half of it. Batman & Robin fea-

1I (I curtain no. i

SJSjSjSJSJHi
' V!i*V M-!-.

, , ,

;

\"*i 1

This boss could mean c

the Caped Crusader.

irtains for Die Cheshire cat's grin is the least

if your worries. Jump-kick its nose

hkI leap clear of its furiously

watting paws.

hires every kind of game-play action you can

imagine, from breakneck train-top chases and

underwater warfare to weapon tossing and

good old hand-to-hand combat. Batarangs, jet

packs, and airborne batgliders among the tools

of the trade. To beat this game, you can't have

any weaknesses.

Graphics GroundoreaRer
Sophisticated graphics technologies play a large part in Batman &
Robin's immersive game play. With 3-D enemies, backgrounds,

power-ups, and gunfire, the animated world comes to life from every

perspective. Demonic deep-sea divers seamlessly rotate 180 degrees

—facing left, turning to-

ward you, then turning

right—to adjust their line

of fire. Searchlights scale

and rotate as hostile space-

craft whirl, approach, and

fe ^^HV V retreat. Bat coin power-

1 ^Hf / ups rotate in three

^BI Jtjfc; ^^^^| dimensions, cycling

Genesis belore.
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I" Not every container holds a power-up

3'sAI forces you to

father than thee3
that snake out of them.

J

-^Go for the deep-sea divers' heads

'"^S^S-^moreeffecivethana

through colors that enhance your weaponry in different ways. Back-

grounds oscillate around and beneath you. You get force-scrolling

on the x-, y-, and z-axes—top to bottom, left to right, and front to

back—-at speeds that .will leave you reeling.

"Many said a game this stunning couldn't be done on a

16-bit cartridge," says Sega's Chris Garske. "But we pushed the

technology envelope with our video animation to create a game

with three rotating playing fields that offers nonstop action and

dazzling graphics."
.

mil

All this technology puts a bleeding-edge spin on traditional su-

perhero adventures. Batman Sc Robin will thoroughly surprise

any gamers who think they've seen everything the Genesis can

do. If you're a comics freak who also craves stunning FX, Bat-

man &Robin is a must-play. And if you're just an action lover

who's after tough, fast, and varied play, the game will slake your

thirst too.

The Joker sure knows how to throw a party. Stomp on It

before you open your present.

Constantly replenish your arsenal.

«re greatest re;
Finish off by |ovv

"W^airhW^-^S,
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'ttst, ttailblazer, and actio,
,^«o^

°

his ™ stllp

hv its chief villain, Mortus. He s™™
f you after another, lo

^peninhand,^™£X£jtV*****& '

foil hto and return to the outsid woir ^ evoke classlc

&&0&&/C- £-*?% Mtm is pUte comic
book. As de-

veloped by the Sega Technical
In titate°

Chameleon,

to,
Lacter-based games as Son, &» a ^^

contributing artists includ

e

dJf* ™n '

d DC Comics, where he cre-

Tony De Zuniga, formerly wrtt
i

Mwv*
^ iconsme Batman,

Spider-Man, andO^.^SitanaMnk^pa*" 1 .

prone to smelling Ms s^ers
»d uttermg t

^tai"***
^boo^le,ofcourse.Mu*^tefmostfaiA
grunge, with a guitar sound»kby tt ^ ^^ t

C4 ever heard on*"« sptem^ cD^^g on.

We for more on Drossrn and a Comaw™ ble tiadltlon,

' P S
The game play unfolds Pa*W^ tames ,

spike-riddled

with Sketch also busting tas

.

^%Z few frames, Sketch faces a

™oors, and subterraneanV^tf^es to solve and mutants »

choice of routes, each wrth
"t^e ^ la es

foU .
(Talk about your-^g^pfcxtog, Com* Z« draws

^riffun^-lyasMStuspuasinhiscreato,

Comic-book collectors,

r
These gymnasts have an extremely aggressive

tumbling routine, if you get caught between two of

them, jump out of the way and let them waii on

each other.

gamers, and grungers alike

wUl not want to miss thism-

novative title.

• When you reach the bridge in the

Mutant level, push the' alien off,

kill the bird on the left, then kill the

bird over the chasm. Only then

can you make the leap safely.

•To avoid getting hit by the flaming

oilcan under the second trapdoor,

kick it open, then push the crate

down before you jump.

• Send your rat to trip switches you

can't reach, like the one activating

HOT HINTS
•Low kicks are u

the mutants.

• Slam an enemy through a barrier

to kill two birds with one stone.. -
,

Similar idea: Use the dynamite to 9

blow up a mutant and a locked

door at the same time.

• Never get between two enemies.

• Corner any enemies that wield a

distance attack.

Comix Zone begins when the cold

hand of Mortus drags you Into the

phantasmal world you've drawn.

the fans.
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Cover the hole, genius. Dangle from the second plank to

open the door. Where's that rat

when you need him?

It's always preferable to blow

things up from a distance. Move
the bomb over the opening to the

next panel, then let 'er rip.

line up the dials' arms with the

blue bar to blast yourself into the

next panel.

Close in on enemies while Mortus Is still drawing them.

s*f&&/er ^t?/v£r
/^hat kind of music would Sketch Turner listen to if he

MtJSZ?
S°£USy S 'ammin9

" out with™ °You1|get an idea from the grunged-out audio CD packed in withCc™„Zone. I 's a full-length album of 12 bass heaw
sightly cynical tunes by groups like Danzig, Lords of Brook-

ou/seqa'cD leall?"^ Y°U <*"*«*»££your sega CD, Sega Saturn, or other audio CD player (duh).
If it;s the actual game music you're after, you have anotherophon ComurZone maestro Howard Drossm's LA -basedband, Roadkill, has put together a seven-song CD based onthe gurta, sound track, augmented with vocals aXher°n

When you hear the Himalayan guy

scream "Kanjo!" swing your legs up

to auoid the fire burst from his spear.

Hang out on the steps and play hacky-

sack with these demon rodents. ^z^z'zrcrm'Mn^^
Sep visions • septemnur 1995
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Feel the heat of the Knight!

When /V/:km puts foffa Gtf on to,

wand ^oiw answer thp rail.

Witbain of sharp-shooting and

intense action, it's lite two games in one'

Madness marches on!

Exploding rabbits, terrorist teacups and killer

coffee pots mean Hsifecronphoard is

full—and you betterwatcfi your back before you

get done in by another nasty knicklnack!

Co ballistic! Battle huge bosses including llwhkr,

HiiHittir, Iwo-fm and the chilling Hi. Fmie

before ktkm Oty becomes Ice Cuke Central!

Enter a new dimension! Awesome original animation

lets you run a gauntlet of 3-D rotating and staling sprites-

then team up and double the intensity in 2-player mode!

Visit trie Sega Worldwide Web Site for more information at http://www.segaoa.com

Sega and Sega Genesis are trademarks of SEGA. "Batman and all related elements are the property of DC Comics'". ©1095. All rights reserved. ©I99S SEGA. All rights reserved.



Start chillin'!

Mr. Freeze wants Batman iced, but the

Dark Knight has his own plans for

turning up the heat in Gotham City!

Command the airwaves! Take on Tweedledee on Deal a winning hand! Mad Hatter's goons try and

the scaffolding of a television studio, film at II

!

stack the deck, but Batman's ready to cut the cards!

Visit the Sega Worldwide Web Site for more information at http://www.segaoa.com

^^5(^6rn(fo««(mdnii*liu[5[^/fetmaiianJjllrddeJ[l™wKirHlifpraptrtvnlK(«inb". (0I9K. WUiqliuitsm;! ©1995 SttoJIIrighU rawed
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tart with seven muscle-bound warriors. Add fierce imple-

ments of destruction, like a two-fisted sword and an ogre-size

war hammer. Throw in graphics inspired by popular fantasy

lore and the complexity of an in-depth Fighting game, and you get

WeaponLord, one of the finest Fighters not to come from the arcade.

Namco designed the game specifically for the 16-bit platform, so the

speed, animation, and game play are optimized for your Genesis. If

you're feeling barbaric, you're in luck.

The fighting engine is classic but sophisticated. Skill and prac-

tice are necessary to master the very deep controls, which incorpo-

rate complex button combinations and distance requirements. Vet-

eran fighters will thrill at the lack of cheese.

In addition to a repertoire of personalized fighting moves, each

WeaponLord has appropriately gruesome finishing moves, all of

which take precise movements to perfect Take on the CPU in Ar-

cade or Story mode. In Versus mode, up to eight players battle head-

to-head in tournament-style elimination play. Gamers with X-Band

modems can even compete across the wires.

WeaponLord'^ other standout features include sharp visuals and
abundant details. When weapons strike, sparks fly, steel clangs

against steel, and warriors shriek battle cries and howl in defeat. The
best part of all: Players can whack each other's hair off.

f] t I tl-_**.,t WAY <"**!

Each of the fiB
hters tias his own storj.Wlo™*

l,etale,iaClrt
"

'•sTunds cheesy, but practice

makes perfect. The controls are

especiallydeepandprec.se.

• Zorn's Ancient Axe Throw is the

most deadly projectile attack.

• To Thrust Block, hold down

Button X or A with Toward.

• Chain some Frenzy moves to-

gether and use them repeatedly.

• Repeat specialattacks over and

over to do serious damage.

7tee»te»ce „,;,/gft^ UPH



PJ
The galaxy's newest superstar

is only on SEGA!
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I1C Comics
fans-

ESSES 1—

Shooting from a protected spot is the

best way to arrest or waste Perps.

Find Judge Fargo in the Cursed Earth

level, and he points you to the Book

of Justice.

I-Bffffftl TAf kllWMlW 7

UGJJCU M«I1U|I|I1I1

Judge Dredd Casts You as
Judge, Jury, and Executioner
With Judge Dredd the rage at movie theaters and comic-book shops, it's no surprise that the Gen-

esis game is catching the public eye as well. Blockbuster Video recently featured it in the Video

Game World Championships. And Acclaim made history by shipping the game two weeks be- .

fore the movie hit the theaters, complete with an America Online disk for free time on the DC Comics

On-Line board.

instead of trying to revise an established game category, Acclaim has looked back to what makes Ac-

tion games good, fudge Dredd on Genesis features strong characters, complex levels, rapid-fire action, lots

of weapons, and plenty of power-ups. It's one of the better action games we've seen this season. Don't

be surprised if it ranks in this year's various video game awards.

Judge Dredd first hit the scenes in 1977 in 2,000 A.D. No. 2, a British underground comic. He was the

law enforcement of the future in the dreary urban sprawl known as Mega-City One, where caffeine was

an illegal drug and people existed in soulless, self-contained CityBIocks. The law was upheld not by police

but by Judges: cops, judges, and juries rolled into one. They were unforgiving, authoritarian keepers of the

peace. Justice was dispatched on the spot. And the punishment always fit the crime. Dredd gained a rep as

the Judge who often stretched the system he had sworn to uphold. And he did it with style.

The futuristic cop with an attitude gained enough popularity to cross the pond in 1983 with a self-

titled comic and can now be read in DC Comics as well as various novels. The Judge has even costarred

in a tome or two with the original Dark Knight, Batman.

The Judge Dredd flick stars Sly Stallone. Over $ 70 million went into the making of this high-tech

sci-fi adventurama. In this all-new episode, Dredd is framed for murder by his genetic twin, a twisted ex-

Judge named Rico. On the way to prison, his transport is shot down in the radioactive hell between

Mega-Cities known as the Cursed Earth. Dredd must escape, prove his innocence, and destroy Rico to

protect the legal system he serves.

Dredd Rules on Game Gear
While your Game Gear might not be quite as powerful

as a Lawgiver, you can call it your Fungiver when you

play the portable version of Judge Dredd. The smaller

but no less exciting version follows the movie story

line. You must prove your innocence and stop Rico

from taking over Mega-City One, in the process taking

on Rico in an all-out Judge vs. Judge battle. This ver-

sion of portable justice features a password level ac-

cess and all the excitement of the full-screen version.

Be not judged guilty of boredom. Get Judge Dredd for

the Game Gear and take justice on the road.

Mean Machine rules Cursed Earth. He

has only one arm, but he uses it well-

to slice you up.

Access a terminal, and the Comm-Link

gives your objectives before each

round and your status during rounds.
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Judge Dredd the game follows the basic movie stoiy line for the first five levels, then segues

into the world of the comic series for six more. If you can defeat Rico and save Mega-City One,

you go up against the Dark Judges, spirit entities who can take over both living humans and

corpses. The Dark Judges believe that since all crime is committed by the living, the best way to

contain crime is to wipe out life. They have a transporter that will allow free access from Dead

World to Mega-City One. You've gotta shut 'em down.

As Judge Dredd you have the power to try, sentence, and if necessary execute the bad guys,

known collectively as Perps. To accomplish this you can find a number of power-ups for your

Lawgiver sidearm that give you the ability to passively restrain the Perps until you pass sen-

tence, or to mow down everything in your way.

You receive your orders from the Council ofJudges at the start of each level. You get pri-

mary and secondary objectives that you must accomplish before moving on. While you can

blast any Perp that gets in your way, you get more points if you sentence and arrest. That said

and done, it's much easier to shoot than sentence, and more fun.

While the levels seem very straightforward, a little searching re-

veals quite a few hidden areas with 1-ups and Lawgiver power-ups.

Walls that seem solid have hollow spots or crumble after a shot or two,

revealing rooms and passageways. Computer terminals give you the

opportunity to check on the status of your missions.

The game is tough enough that most gamers won't be able to

beat it in a single sitting. Acclaim was nice enough to include a pass-

word level access. If you continue playing, you cany your Lawgiver

ammunition into the next level.

If you die or restart a game, the

password puts you at the start of

the last level you played, but with-

out the extra power-ups.

What we like most about judge

Dredd is what's not there. No glitzy

production gimmicks. No faked

video or meaningless intermis-

sions. Judge Dredd is straightfor-

ward action that will satisfy the

vigilante in everyone.

£..<»,|«*»^ it-TV r» »,

mft ~ '
"*•

Judge Dredd and his lethal Lawgiver

cycle first made a comic-book splash in 1977.

Sky Surfers rule the air over the City

Towers. Blast them at an angle.

Pump a couple of rounds into a CI

crate to reveal all sorts of Justifier

power-ups. In some places, you can

push the crate and use it as a step.
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It's the middle of the night, and you're sweating profusely while you
slowly twist out what remains of your eyebrows. There's no doubt

about it—you're on the verge of a full-fledged nervous breakdown.

You've been playing a game, but you stopped having fun approxi-

mately two and a half hours ago, when you became hopelessly stuck

in a maze. Your options? 1) Keep playing

until the men in the white coats come to

take you to that comfy padded place or

2) call the Sega Hintline!

Sega's fully automated Hintline offers

tons of exclusive, inside hints and tips on the

latest and greatest Sega Saturn, Genesis 32X,

Genesis, and Sega CD games. You'll get awe-

some hints on games like Shining Force 2, Vir-

tua Fighter, BUG!, Doom, Panzer Dragoon, Sonic

2, Ecco: The Tides ofTime, World Series Baseball,

Landstalker, Eternal Champions: Challmge pom
the Darkside, Marvel Comics X-Men 2: Clone

Wars, and The Adventures ofBatman & Robin,

with more hot games added all the time!

Wta,,hel»*^wS^^^

For only $1.05 per minute you can ask your most

burning questions—about any game on any format—to a

REAL LIVE, breathing, warm-to-the-touch game expert!

Sega i/lslons • seilenter isas



One of these walls conceals a secret

room. How do I get there?

SiK11-*-'- a level 17. Shown
a strategv.

Calling this number could mean the difference between
staying alive and being devoured by a Robotnik machine!

I died 30 times trying to get into the next

bubble. What's the technique?

J55SS,*"*-*™ SSSSSs-
anytime

How do I beat this crazed Hatter?

^!7hip«:p soecial hoots to walk the

'-SS.tSS.1— SBSasSSp

>Cpoo
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Pretty but poisonous plants block your path.

That darn cat has run off with Speedy's senorita.

One thing's fur sure: Speedy can catch anyone.

LOOfJEY TOONS, characters, names, and all re

Senor Speedy blazes new trails Vour mouse hero can outrun anything.

in Cheese Cat-Astrophe: Starring Even this crazy bird.

Speedy Gonzales for the Game Gear from Sega. The protector of all

downtrodden mice outwits—and definitely outruns—the opposition,

including your favorite bad ol' puddy, Sylvester. Speedy gives one

player intense Looney Tunes-based portable hijinx. Sombrero-flinging

Action and. high-speed

merriment await. May
bueno, amigo!

It's bad enough

that Speedy's favorite

senorita has been

nabbed by Sylvester,

but to make matters

worse, his sidekick

Slowpoke Rodriguez is

missing as well. Dash

through wonderfully

cartoony Mexico,

avoiding scorpions,

collecting sombreros to toss, finding energy-restoring hearts, and

looking for keys to release Slowpoke in each level. Everyone's

beloved Looney Tunes music and sound effects round out your

heroic experiences. Speedy Gonzales to go—
what could

^ .BBMW August 29,1

• FIRST /WI/VWTEP SHOR
Cat-Tails for Two

.honors A 1955 AwdemyAW^

• sidekick Slowpoke
Rodriguez, the world's

, „,„„ slowest mouse
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To really understand

what life is like on Saturn,

look inside your head. There, in the

inner realm of rods and cones, of optic

nerves and ear drums, is where the Sega

Saturn experience breathes. Three 32-bit

orchestrated processors, 16.7 million cofors,

lightning-quick texture mapping, connoisseur-

class surround sound, an<i amazing first-per-

son perspectives immerse you in worlds of

entertainment you've never experienced.

Sega Saturn is like nothing else on Earth.

IT'S OUT THERE.



Combat freaks, mobilize for action. The cult hit Jungle

Strike is screaming into Game Gear territory, piloted

by T»HQ. Now your attack chopper can tear up the

skies anywhere you may be. The fly-'n-gun action and

spectacular graphics that earned the original game legions

of fans have landed intact and with devastating impact.

Jungle Strike is an action-packed, explosion-crammed port

of the original.

EKtremely Acllue Dutu
The portable Jungle Strike puts you behind the controls of an at-

tack helicopter and later a hovercraft (sadly, some of the original

Genesis vehicles went AWOL in the translation). From a three-

quarter overhead perspective, you pilot your craft through nine

hazard-fraught campaigns. You buzz, bomb, and blast by day

and shadow of night over land, sea, cities, deserts, and jungles

(surprise). Missions range from a hostage rescue and various

search-and-destroy quests to a timed bomb defusing that will

rattle your nerves to dust.

Cool cinematics light up the screen before you take off, af-

ter you succeed, and when you go up in smoke, which you will

do often. Surprisingly detailed graphics illuminate the exotic

campaigns. The only real shortcoming is the somewhat flaky

control. After its huge success

on the big screen, Jungle Strike

is poised to take the Game
Gear by storm.

^hlnktwice about picking up

Human targets can no a tot of VcHuel tanks a second time.

damage. Ihey cany racket launchers. ™1SS
.

nl(
„ wi|i damage your

more than once.

SSSfat when you need t

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
fWrov buildings-

Once you hare rescued a tew of the youa»*>u j

hostages, you can shake down an

enemy guard tor information about

ear bombs.

SCOTT ANTQNIt
ego is the most
focused copilot
of the group. h
doesn' t have a
life, doe5h'

t

:amt owe. he , s javerage with the

When you hare blasted an enemy HQ,

your copilot drops a ladder. Place it

over the hostage to pick him up.

Ego is the best beginning copilot

His skills are well rounded.

It

"

^* 8
Q

If they don't like the way you redecorated the Big House, blame it on Hillary.

If you're running tow sn fuel, there's

only one place to go. Don't worry-

Uncle Sam picks up the tab.
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HardBall '95 lets

you trade players

and build any team
into a contender.

We expect to

sell thousands in

San Diego alone.

You live by the trade. You die by the trade. Just the way you'll find it in HardBall '95.

So you can trade, say, a Milwaukee reserve for a Montreal star. Or
to strengthen the Seattle rotation. Or, if you've got some time on your hands,

try to rebuild San Diego. But the front office is not all we've made more realistic.

Stadiums are more detailed, from the nasty wind at The Stick to the ERA-bruising
altitude at Mile High. You get 700 MLBPA players with 1994 stats. Digitized graphics

that are swear-word real. And a computer opponent that's now even tougher.
Get HardBall '95 for Sega Genesis now. It co
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The Reds' Deion Sanders steps up

to face the Braves' 6reg Maddux!

5755
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Soberto Alomar faces Jack McDowell

in all-star batting mode.

Albert telle ofthe Indians rips a shot

off the Orioles' Mike Mussina!

till28 MajorLeague Teams& 100 Major league Players,

including Mciriff, Bagwell, Hey, Canseco andBonds!

I Draftd tradeplayers.

League, ill-Star, Playoffs& WorldSeries action!

KMulti-playerleagues-severalfriends can allbe in a league together.

ILarge batterysai/es complete individual, team and

league leaders statistics.

MAll-Time Creat Players, includingLou Gehrig, DinyDean OTy Cobb!

M "TH[BISTJUST60TB[TTEP....ML TUCSTATS, ALL THESTADIUMS,

IHCS[DIBL[AHIMATI0H...W0PLDSai[SBASlBALL'95UASITlLL"
Pave Winding, Came fan Magazine!
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Awesome Graphics

And smoother Plan
The power of the 32X enhances

what is already considered the

finest baseball game in America.

In addition to all the great fea-

tures that are in the Genesis cart

of World Series Baseball, this far

more colorful dual-processor

version gives very accurate rep-

resentations of the team logos,

fully reproduces all 28 stadiums,

and gives an intense new zoom
that lets you view fly balls and

diving catches up close. On the

major-new-feature side, you can

now see in full-fledged zoom
your outfielder climbing the

wall to rob an opposing batter

of a round-tripper. Code crack-

ers will find some very interest-

ing hidden features, including a

team of the game's developer,

Blue Sky. From blazing digital

sound to a huge 256K battery

backup, this Sega Sports spectac-

ular rips. Play ball!

The new standard in

cartridge Baseball
WARM-UP

Combine a spectacular in-the-batter's-box view with the Gen-

esis 32X, and the only possible total is World Series Base-

ball Starring Deion Sanders from Sega Sports. With all 28 of

the real major-league teams and all 700 of the real players-

superstars like Sanders, Bonds, Belle, Bagwell, McGriff, and

Puckett-this one's got the stuff that baseball action is made
of. It's the only game on 32X licensed by Major League Base-

ball and the MLBPA, and no other cartridge game on the

market has better-looking graphics. Period.

PUBLISHER: Sega Sports CONTROLLER: 3- or 6-Button

PLAYERS: One or Two

You've got the runner in a pickle.

HOT HINTS
• Send outfielders to climb the walls

and snag those near home runs.

• Tighten up your roster by trading

players. Dream teams are us.

tf Learn to key the strategy setting

to the situation. If you're looking

for a double play, gamble and

bring your outfielders in.

• Expecting a bunt? Shift your

infield accordingly.

• Beginners ought to select

autofieiding and concentrate

on the basics of batting, pitch-

ing, and basemen.

86
eaten ano fielotr.el.an.

You can even watch your boys hightail it outta the

locker room.

£!KSF5E55P
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From righting to

The spin-o-Rama
The art of fisticuffs returns to

NHL '96 after a three-year hia-

tus. But fighting's not a major

feature of the game—it's about

as rare as it is during an actual

NHL game. Don't like fighting?

Turn it off. Looking for new
moves? Try the Spin-O-Rama,

which gives you the chance to

put a major deke on the netmin-

der and put the biscuit to use

with a twine-bulge.

This new move and others

like the Give and Go and One-

Timer Pass (it lets you move the

puck quickly in the zone), make
the game more real than ever.

Your teammates cover for play-

ers out of position. You get all

the current stats and player rat-

ings (thanks to Neil Smith of the

Rangers), and everything from

three skill levels to an elaborate

on-ice presentation of Lord

Stanley's Cup and all the post-

season awards. Ignore all the

fine new bells and whistles, and

you get only the fastest,

smoothest, smartest, best-sound-

ing, and most true-to-life game
in the NHL series. We're guess-

ing that this ought to be enough

for you.

EA sports Returns to

'94-L00H HOGKeV

Retro ice-fests? Not really. But NHL '96 from EA Sports for

the Sega Genesis does take a step back from the art-style

that was introduced in NHL '95. This return to the previous

year's look signifies the profound impact that public opinion

has on the most-popular hockey series of all time, Not that

the '95 version wasn't popular-it was. Folks just seemed to

appreciate the look and feel of the prior year more. It's no

surprise that, in addition to the retro look, everything has

changed, and changed strongly for the better. From much-

faster play to incredible new animations, vastly improved

team and aoalie Al. and s

PUBLISHER: EA Sports CONTROLLER: 3-Button

PLAYERS: One to Four (with Team Player)

Varman '

st^ on MartinLse™

or worse.

SC^Er™---?
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HOT HINTS
• Use the Spin-O-Rama to get out

from under CPU-controlled hook-

ing and holding.

• You can take a right-handed

skater up the left wing, go via a

diagonal route to net, fake a shot

right, then shoot backhand for an

effective and beautiful goal.

• Act like Wayne. Work from be-

hind the net with a feed to an

open skater for a one-timer.

\/ Skate around the back of the net

and aim at the far post.

\/ If your fighter has an aggressive-

ness rating of at least 76, you

can pull on your opponent's jer-

sey to get him kneeling and

cheap-shot him.

• On a power play, use one-time

passes to set up one-time shots

from winger to point and to the

other point, then shoot. This is

tough, but it can freeze the goalie

in his tracks.

• Camp in front of the crease

and use a one-time pass to

deflect the puck past the goalie

on a rebound.

tf Exit the zone to clear your

Al-controlled opposition and

skate back in.

The look returns to the smaller sprites

and cleaner style ol the '94 season.
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weight Around
Every World Wrestling Federa-

tion wanna-be knows that style

is as important as muscle. That's

why the 1-2-3 Kid can Moon-
sault off the turnbuckles onto a

fallen foe, Bam Bam Bigelow can

Torpedo the opposition into the

ropes, and the ever-flamboyant

Doink can Field Goal Kick a

stunned grappler over the ref's

head. Style really comes into

play when all 12 wrestlers enter

the ring—you need every move
in the book in a 6-on-6 Raw En-

durance match or a 12-character

Royal Rumble elimination bout.

Knock the ref to the carpet, and

you have even more moves at

your disposal, from chokeholds

(with weapons or bare-handed)

to out-of-the-ring slams.

The 32X cart's new moves,

wild weapons, and vastly en-

hanced graphics make it the

World Wrestling Federation title

of choice. If you've already got

the Genesis game, the 32X ver-

sion might be overkill.

But if you want

the most brutal,

outrageous, show-

stopping wrestling

around, crack some

cartilage with WWF
Raw for 32X.

32H wrestling That'll

scrape you Raw
inin jp

You've gawked at the muscles. You've coveted the costumes.

Now tear up the ring in WWF Raw for Genesis 32X from Ac-

claim. This brawl-fest packs in even more than the smash-hit

Genesis cart: new moves, more contorting pins, humongous

sprites, additional illegal objects to wield, and a mysterious

hidden wrestler. Now you can beat up on the other guy with

a first-aid kit. Power Slam your way out of a lockup. And gag

even the biggest lugs with a lethal tag rope to the tune of

groovy new theme music. Of course, the 12 beefy wrestlers

from the Genesis version are back with all their signature

i. So gouge those eyes and wail on that g
It's as raw as wrestling gets.

SrSSSa

Bret Hart's Butt Flip adds insult to

injury. Flatten a fallen opponent by

pressing Toward, Toward, Up, and

B to leap from the turnbuckle.

88

A little first aid can do wonders for your performance. The

medical kit is new to the 32X version.

Sega visions • septemoer 1995

• Deploy Yokozuna's dreaded

Turnbuckle Cannonball by press-

ing Down three times, then But-

ton A, B, or C.

• Bam Bam Bigelow Torpedoes his

opponent when you press Up,

Down, Away, and A.

• Lift a fallen opponent when you're

standing near his head by press-

ing Buttons B and C.

• For maximum speed, choose the

1-2-3 Kid.

• Pick up objects outside the ring

by pressing B and C together.

• Press Button C repeatedly to

break out of a lockup.



The Pugilist at

His Best
Toughman packs all the special

moves and fearsome opponents

that Fighting fans crave along

with a novel transparent-first-

person view, which gives greater

immediacy and detail than a tra-

ditional side-scrolling Fighting

cart could. Your opponent's fists

zoom large as they fly at you
from the back of the screen.

Your transparent torso also' gives

you a fuller view of the folks in

the crowd, who holler, carouse,

and even moon you.

You can play against a

friend or try to take one of the 24

bruisers through a tournament

that leads to a championship

bout with the beefy, bald Tough-

man himself. Each pugilist's arse-

nal includes favorite combos,

counterattack sequences, knock-

down responses, and more. You

can also customize your boxer's

repertoire by arming him with 3

of 14 Power Punches. In between

rounds, your corner man gives

you crucial advice.

With the dynamic game
play of the Genesis version, the

speed and moves of a classic

Fighter, and the graphical splen-

dor of a top-tier animated

movie, Toughman Contest 32X
packs a brutal wallop.

I BWlH
Graphical

The best boxing game in the cartridge arena just got better.

EA Sports' Toughman Contest just slugged its way onto your

Genesis 32X with graphical improvements over its Genesis

precursor that you won't believe. The frame count for each

character has jumped dramatically. The already impressive

scaling has gained detail. The background now features so

much movement that the crowd is almost as vivid as the box-

ers themselves. And the game play is even faster than in the

Genesis original. With these enhancements, the first-person

action in Toughman 32X earns the championship belt

PUBLISHER: EA Sports CONTROLLER: 3-Button

PLAYERS: One or Two

HOI HINTS
• Cootio Loc favors a straightfor-

ward Right-Left jab combination.

• Biff Biueblood packs some seri-

ous impact when you press

Down three times, then execute

a Power Uppercut.

• Freddy Bravo's Kiil Punch is a

Backhanded Siap. Press B,

Right, then Left.

*/ When Nicolai Radinski's knocked

down, Dodge Left three times,

then loose two Power Uppercuts

to come back.

• Win with a TKO by knocking your

opponent out three times within a

single round.

Customize your fighter's arsenal of

punches at the Player Select screen.

Dodge a punch with the D-Pad, or

move out of the way in a two-player

game by holding Button B with the

desired direction.
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nine-Point Shots

From da Hot spots
Here're the goods. Tournament

Edition for Genesis 32X gives

you scads of solid new features.

Look at this one, and right off

the bat you'll notice true arcade-

style scaling as your players

move closer and farther away.

Listening to your Jam has never

been better. You get much more

and cleaner voice, more sound

effects, and incredible stereo

sound. The game auto-saves all

your wins and losses with bat-

tery backup. You'll be happy

that you can now set up your fa-

vorite timing on the shot clock,

overtime periods, and timer

speed, Most important, you

get all the features that

make Tournament Edition

the vast step forward that

it is: three to five NBA
players per team, injuries

and fatigue factors, sub-

stitutions after every

quarter, rookie and all-

star teams, and all the

wonderful power-ups and

hidden characters you've

come to expect. Now, if

only they had included con-

tract negotiations. ..._

The Players scale and

The Jammers wail

in a r m u p

Talk about pulse-pounding fun. It's because of games like

this that you bought your Genesis 32X. Now you can play this

incredibly addictive fast-break ball title in the sweetest ver-

sion out there. Welcome to NBA Jam Tournament Edition

from Acclaim. Nothing comes closer to the arcade, and even

better, this version boasts features that you won't find on

any token taker. This one takes sheer skill. Bust a Flaming

Helicopter jam with Dennis Rodman, You ain't never seen

the Worm move like this.

facial
teatures.

Is St the shoes?!?

NBA' Jam © 1995. Midway is a trademark of Midway

Manufacturing Company. The NBA and NBA team

trademarks used herein are used under license from

MBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. MBA JAM

SESSION is trademark and owned by NBA Proper-

ties, Inc. All rights reserved.
Players are smaller in the background and larger in

Secret Characters

• D.J. Jazzy Jeff: Put the cursor

over J and press A, put the cursor

over A and press A, then put the

cursor over Z and press C,

• Prince Charles: Put the cursor

over R and press any button, put

the cursor over and press A,

then put the cursor over Y and

press B.

• Randal) Cunningham: Put the

cursor over P and press C, put

the cursor over H and press A,

then put the cursor over I and

press any button.

Power-Ups

• Turbo power-up: At the Tonight's

Match-Up screen, press B, B, D,

D, A, A, U, and L.

• Dunk from anywhere: At the

Tonight's Match-Up screen, press

R, L, B, A, B, and A.
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more man just

i the Pine
Triple Play Baseball, designed by

the same folks who brought you

the graphically amazing FIFA In-

ternational Soccer, packs in more

than 2,500 frames of animation

for a complete baseball experi-

ence. You see the umpire dust-

ing off the plate, the pitcher

spitting on the mound, base

runners dusting themselves off

after a headfirst slide, and fiel-

ders diving for line drives. You

hear the organ music, the um-
pire's gravelly voice calling balls

and strikes, and the booming
play-by-play.

Compete head-to-head

with a rival in an exhibition

game. Or try to take your team

to the World Series in a season

of 26, 52, 104, 144, or 162

games, including a midseason

all-star game based on player

performance. A battery backup

tracks your progress.

An innovative option lets

you switch from playing the

game to managing it right in the

middle of a game. As manager,

you determine everything from

how to position your defense to

how aggressively your players

hit and throw.

With its realistic game play

and strategies, Triple Play Base-

ball '96 is a grand

slam

whether

you're a

dugout

strategist

or a home-

run hitting

master.

America's Game without

The Athletic supporters
imim-ir

Triple Play Baseball '96 covers all the bases: It has the depth

and features necessary to keep hard-core baseball enthusi-

asts happy, but it's easy enough that novices can start swing-

ing for the fences right away. This 24-meg EA Sports cart

features 1994 statistics for every player on every big-league

team and lets you and up to three friends play exhibition, all-

star, playoff, and championship games. When you play,

you're in total control of everything, from juggling the batting

order and whistling fastballs by your friends to blasting

homers, stealing bases, and turning double plays. Triple Play

Baseball is a solid ball game that will have you lacing up

likes, greasing your glove, and deciding that it's a

il day for a game.

PUBLISHER: EA Sports CONTROLLER: 3-Button

PLAYERS: One to Four (with Team Player) ®

HOT HINTS
Pitching

• Paint the corners of the plate by

aiming your pitch with the D-Pad

during the pitcher's windup. If

you don't aim, you'll be tossing

fat pitches right over the middle

of the plate-even a big-leaguer's

grandmother could knock those

out of the park.

tf Make base runners nervous by

throwing to the base (Button B
and the desired direction), espe-

cially if they're leading off by

three or more steps.

Fielding

• Use Button C for most of your

throws. Aggressive Button A
throws can be too hot for your

fielders to handle.

• Hold Button A or C while you're

making a catch to throw the ball

automatically to the cutoff man or

the closest occupied base.

Batting

• Use power Button A swings

when you have one or no strikes.

Get conservative and use the

Button C swing when you have

two strikes or just want to make
contact to advance base runners.

• Stance is more important than

aim in determining where you'll

hit the ball. An open stance

makes you pull the ball, a closed

stance makes you hit to the op-

posite field, and a normal stance

makes you hit to center field.

cool Animations
Headfirst Slide Feetfirst Slide

92
iSefortte pitcher/Hatter duel.

Act like Colorado and the

Giants: Plunk the batter

with a beanball!
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How could anyone
possibly deserve all

the fun of a Konami
Lethal Enforcers LJ: Gun
Fighters arcade unit? We
asked our readers to give us

ten good reasons why they

were worthy of such a gift.

Grand-prize winner Bobby
Culkin of California estab-

lished his gaming credentials

with this punny list.

10. I'll go Bonkers if I win.

There will be General Chaos

in our home.

My family and I will have a

Pac Attack.

There will be Triple Trouble if

I lose.

My family has Zero Tolerance

for losing

There is Risk of creating a

Family Feud.

My dog Sparky is getting Itchy

and Scratchy.

3. I don't Play It Loud.

2. I don't Do the Math.

1 . . Sega is the Shining Force of

video games.

94

What does the

Enterprise crew
say when no

one's listening? We asked

our readers to supply the

missing dialogue. We
suspect that our grand-

prize winner, Lauren
Griffith of Horida, is

watching a little too

much syndicated TV, but
we're sending her on a
behind-the-scenes tour of

Star Trek's Paramount
Studios anyway. Our
runners-up received cool

prizes like Absolute's Star

Trek: Generations for

Game Gear.
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theme envelope art

Send Us Your Home Runs, Your
Base Steals, Your Envelope Art! ffl

and win big!

tttta-the-ballpark! We're talking a grand-slam prize of an

officially licensed MLBPA leather varsity jacket from B 1st

worth $1,200! just send us your best baseball art drawn on the

outside of an envelope. You could win a Time Warner Jn-

M teractive RBI Baseball '95 game for the Genesis 32X or a to-

W tally cool RBI watch! You might even score an RBI hat-
perfect for keeping the sun off your melon at the next game.

'

9S for Genesis,sis 32X

RBI: ™ and © 1987 Atari Games. Licensed to Time Werner interactive Inc. All rights reserved.

©MLBPA1995. Official licensee '

Don't Strike Out: Read the Rules!
1

.

No purchase is necessary. Contest is void where prohibited.

2. To enter, simply create an envelope decorated with a baseball theme, make sure to put your

address on the back and your entry torm inside, and send it to the address on the entry form.

3. All entries must be postmarked by November 15, 1995. Enter as often as you like, but mail

each entry separately. Sega Visions is not responsible for lost, late, misdirected, or stolen

entries. Mutilated or illegible entries wiil be disqualified. Entries sent by facsimile will be

disqualified.

4. One grand-prize winner will be selected to win an officially licensed MLBPA leather varsity

jacket valued at approximately $1 ,200. Ten first-place winners will each receive an RBI
Baseball '95 game for the Genesis 32X. Twenty-five second-place winners will each receive

an RBI Baseball '95 baseball hat and watch. One hundred third-place winners will each re-

ceive an RBI Baseball '95 baseball hat. A total of 136 prizes will be awarded. The odds of

winning depend on the number of entries received. Cash wiil not be awarded in lieu of

stated prize. Winners are solely responsible for all applicable federal, state, and local taxes.

5. The editors of Sega Ws/ons will select the winners on January 2, 1996. The editors'

decision is final. Winners will be notified by mail. By submitting the entry form, you grant

Sega Visions the right to reproduce your winning entry. All entries become the property of

Sega Visions and cannot be returned. Winners may also be required to sign an affidavit of

eligibility and a publicity release prior to publication of the winning entries in Sega Visions,

or Sega Visions reserves the right to select an alternative winner.

6. This contest is open to all residents of the U.S. except employees of Time Warner Interac-

tive, Sega of America, or their affiliates and their immediate families.

7. For a list of winners, send a self-addressed envelope to Grand-Slam Envelopes, P.O. Box

3899, Redwood City, CA 94064.

It's Easy! Here's How to Enter:

Put your art and our address on the front of an en-

velope, stick your address on the back, and place

the entry form inside (nothing else, please). Then
send your baseball-theme-decorated envelope to

the address on the entry form. Your entry must be
received by November 30, 1995, so start drawing!

Official Entry Form
3899, Redwood City, CA 94064

Envelopes, P.O. Box

Sepa and Sega Visions are trademarks of SEGA. All rioMs reserved
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BLOB OUT! Make short order of bilious blobs and evil trolls

with Prince Ali's weapons, punches and kicks- or dig

w mxi)
.
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so fh

they are not lost permanently.

People interested in helping out in any capacity,

please visit us at www.retromags.com.

No profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything

available from the Publishers themselves.

If you come across anyone selling releases from

this site, Please do not support them and do let us know.

A
Thank you!
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